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Message From Chairman

Dear learner,

We can not hypothesize of the progress of any class/society and nation without education. Those countries are

developed and progressive whose literacy rate is higher. Due to illiteracy not only we remain away from the

activities happening around the world but also we are not capable to understand, to change and to intervene in

the social development process due to illiteracy. The change in the society is only possible when the whole

society is educated. Literacy does not mean only to read and write but to join people in the larger part of the

society and it’s activities and thereby bringing them in the main stream of the nation.

After independence many plans/schemes were launched to bring reforms in the field of education. As a result of

these plans/schemes upward trend was observed in the level of education but at the same time numbers of

illiterates have risen. To meet this challenge, “National Literacy mission” was launched on 5th may, 1988 throughout

the country. A “complete literacy Abhiyan” was started but the number of illiterates could not be reduced.

In the next phase, on 8th September, 2009, under the National Literacy Mission, “Saakshar Bharat” programme

was launched. Under this scheme along with formed education-vocational education, skill development/practical

knowledge and the education related to moral value was also included.

The main objective of this mission is to continue the education of neo-literates. To achieve this objective,

National Institute of Open Schooling has joined hand with “Saakshar Bharat”. Under this scheme, NIOS will

develop curriculum, Self Learning Material for the equivalency programme and after evaluation certificates to the

neo-literates will also be issued. The passed out of Basic Literacy Assessment or those who could not continue

their education due to any reason are covered under this programme. The provision has been made to upgrade

the level of learning of the passed out of the Basic Literacy Assessment upto the Class 3.

In this series, the Self Learning Material on ‘Environmental Studies’ at level – ‘A’ (equivalent to class III) has

been prepared. The topics have been selected in this SLM to enable the learner to know about national values,

national unity, secularism, women equality, population education, environmental conservation, scientific temper

and panchayati raj system with others. This information will be useful for the personal and social development of

the learner. By reading the SLM, the learner will be able to learn about the social understanding, awareness,

present state and causes for the problems in society and environment. Learner will be able to suggest solutions

for the same. They will also be able to upgrade their speaking and reading skills.

This book will explain the concept of family, importance of relationships, social context, social and national

festival etc. Further, this book will also tell about sun, moon, stars, day and night, seasons, basic necessities of

mankind, food, water, air, human body, health, transport and communication, national symbols, national song,

national anthem. Some other topics i.e. economic surroundings, Right to Education act, Right to Information anc,

MGNREGA and globalization have been covered.

This book has been prepared by keeping the capabilities and abilities of learners in mind. The familiar words to

the learners have been used and they speak them in their day to day life. There is less use of complex words. The

adults have more life experience than to formal students. Therefore, their speaking and understanding is far more

ahead to them. They learn a lot of things from the society and family. This is also a criterion in preparing this book.

An Assessment sheet has been provided after very four lessons on the book for self evaluation by the learner.

A special thank to every intellectual who has helped in making this book interesting and useful. I fully believe

that learners will like this book and will learn a lot from it. I wish for their bright future ahead. Any suggestions for

improvement in the book are welcome.

Chairman

National Institute of Open Schooling
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1

Concept of Family and

Interpersonal Relations

We will learn in this lesson

 The concept of a family

 The importance of relations in a family

 The responsibility of parents (guardians) towards children

 The status of girls and women in the society

A man does not live alone. He has a family and a society to fulfill his needs for companionship and

security. There are many people in a family - women, men, children, young people, and old people.

All these people are not equal. Some of them may be weak, either physically or mentally. All

members of the family require facilities, comforts and security.

1.1 What is a Family?

A family is the smallest unit of a society. The society becomes prosperous with happy and thriving-

families. Normally, a family has husband and wife.  The family then grows, as they become parents

and have children. A family may even have people from three to four generations. A family is

always the first school for the children. They learn good or bad habits here only. They also develop

religious faith, lifestyle, eating habits and likes and dislikes as members of a family.
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Large family businesses usually develop with a family.

There are two types of families - Joint family and Nuclear family.When people of several generations

live together, then it is called a joint family.  Even today,many people live in joint families.  With

the passage of time people started moving and settling at different places. This is how the nuclear

family came into being.  In the nuclear family you only have husband, wife and their unmarried

children.

Both types of families have their strong and weak points.

Rekha lives in a joint family. Her family has grandparents, parents, brothers and sisters, junior

uncle and aunt, senior uncle and aunt, and their children.They have one common kitchen where

food is prepared for everyone. The grandfather heads the family. He has made some rules which

everyone follows. He is the one who makes most of the decisions. They all work together. Therefore,

no one has any extra burden. Their expenses are also less

e.g. expenses related to the kitchen and festivals.

All the property and wealth is jointly owned by them.  The

welfare of the entire family is given more importance than

the welfare of one single person.

Yes, at times the behavior of a member may not be liked by

other members which creates ill-will.  This can lead to some

tension within the family.

Rekha got married to Amar who lives in the same city.  Amar

works in an office. Now, they have two children. Rekha

takes care of all the household work. Rekha and Amar face

the everyday problems alone. All decisions of the family

are jointly taken by them. The Children are consulted when Rekha and her family

Nuclear family
Joint family
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necessary. But there is one problem. When suddenly there is a need for some help, no one is available.

Rekha's family is a nuclear family. Most of the people in the cities live in a nuclear family.

The importance of Relations

Whether the family is joint or nuclear, whether members of the family live together or separately

their relations continue to be the same. All members of the family depend on one another. They also

fulfill their responsibilities towards one another.

If the family relations are strong, the family remains happy and secure. The family relations are

strong only when:

 every member of the family respects other

members.

 every member is responsible towards other

members.

 a member doesn't hurt other members' feelings.

 they help each other.

 they settle their differences through discussion

rather than quarreling with each other.

A family is the smallest unit of society.  A family normally has husband, wife and their unmarried

children. A family may even have members from three to four generations. People develop

good or bad habits and interests from the family only.  Families are mainly of two types - Joint

family and Nuclear family. Both types of families have their strengths and shortcomings.

Let's see what you have learnt 1.1

(i) How many types of families are there?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Who takes decisions in a joint family?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) Describe one weak point of a nuclear family.

_____________________________________________________________________

Member of a family working together
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1.2 Responsibilities of Parents (Guardians)

Whether rich or poor, children are most precious for all parents. All parents wish that their children

remain happy; they make progress and live a better life.

For this, it is necessary that their child should be healthy, educated, talented and thoughtful. They

should develop good habits and acquire good values.

With reference to the upbringing of the children, their age may be divided into three parts: 0-6

years, 6-12 years and 12-18 years. Each age group has different problems and so requires different

solutions.

0-6 years is the most importantof the three. Whatever a child learns during this age, he/she follows

that for the entire life. Therefore, it is necessary that children are taught good habits and good

values during this period.

 The children of all ages tend to copy their parents.

Therefore, you should behave properly in their

presence.  If the parents say that telling a lie is

wrong, then they too should not tell lies.

 The home environment affects the child a lot. If

the parents have differences, they should not

argue/quarrel in front of the children; they should

resolve these when they are alone.

 If a child is hit again and again, then he feels

insulted. The child becomes withdrawn or

stubborn because of this. The child should not be

given severe punishment. If a child does

something good, he should be appreciated and

rewarded. Tell him a story or take him out, as a

reward.

 It is necessary to take care of the health of the

child right from his birth. To prevent him

from illness/disease, he should be regularly

vaccinated. If the child falls sick, he should

be given proper medical treatment.

 The child should be given proper food as per

his/her age. The growth of the child should

also be monitored regularly.

Children with grandparents

Vaccination of children
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 Children should be given clothes and

toys according to their likes and

dislikes.

 Whether it is a boy or a girl, both

should be given equal opportunity for

education.

 Children should not be asked to earn

wages when it is their age to study or

play.

 They should be given freedom to put

forward their thoughts.  Their opinion

should also be sought while making decisions for the family.

 They should be taught good valuesand good

practices such as - truthfulness, honesty,

respect for elders and women, understanding

their social responsibilities etc.

If a child is physically or mentally weak, then the

responsibility of the parents increases.  The parents

of such children should accept the fact that their

child has some disability. This will certainly

decrease their problems. They should consult with

the doctor and should try to work towards

decreasing the child' difficulties. Such children can

also be educated to succeed in life.

Good relations are necessary for the happiness of

the family.  If the family bond is strong, the family

remains happy and protected.

It is the responsibility of the parents (guardians)

that the children are healthy, educated, talented,

well-mannered and responsiblecitizens.

Children studying at home

Good-mannered child

Parents of a differently abled child taking advice

from a Doctor
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Let's see what you have learnt 1.2

(i) How do families become strong?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Write three responsibilities of parents (guardians).

_____________________________________________________________________

1.3 The Status of Girls and Women in the Society

Our society is a male-dominated society i.e. the

status of girls and women is lower than that of

boys and men. Girls are given less importance

right from their birth.  Bad practices like killing

of girls (female infanticide), killing of the girl

child before birth (female feticide), dowry for

girls, festivities at the birth of a male child and

distress at the birth of a girl child are still

prevalent because of this orthodox thinking only.

The difference is reflected in the upbringing,

the diet, participation in sports and education

of the girls. The girls do not get the same opportunities for growth which the boys get. For example,

the boy goes to a public school whereas the girl is sent to a government school. The boy goes out,

while the girl remains at home; the boy plays with toys like cars, airplanes and the girl plays with

dolls and riffraff; the boy can speak in front of everybody but the girl cannot.

This is the reason why a lot of difference is seen in the behaviour of boys and girls at home, in the

market or in the community. The girls are humble, shy, speak less and follow instructions; boys are

fearless, enthusiastic, frank and outspoken. However, it has been observed that if the girls are given

equal opportunities for growth, they can  perform better than boys. They can even get into traditionally

considered male-dominated professions and other fields. To eradicate this disparity between women

and men, and boys and girls, many measures have been taken. For example:

 The government has made special laws for the welfare of women, like law for equal right in

property, the law of getting allowance from husband even after divorce, law of equal work-

equal wages, law against domestic violence etc.

Girl working at home, boy is playing
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Awakened women

Women Literacy

Office of Commission for women Seats reserved for women

 33 per cent of seats have been reserved for women

in Panchayats and other local elections.

 Now special emphasis is given on the education

of the girls.  For this many plans are being run by

the government, for example, Sarva Shiksha

Abhiyan, Ladlee Yojana, Kasturba Gandhi Balika

Vidyalaya Yojana, Mahila Samakhaya etc.

 There are also special programmes for increasing

literacy among women such as Literacy India.

 Women can lodge their complaints direct with the

National Commission for Women.

 Similarly, there is a special rebate for women in

filing the income tax. They also have to pay less

stamp duty for getting their property registered.

Seats are reserved for them in buses, trains etc.

They also get concessional tickets for travelling in

buses and trains.

1.4 Measures for Raising Status of Women in the Society

The status of women has risen because of the above mentioned facilities. Many of them have taken

up jobs such as Anganwadi workers, teachers, nurses, doctors, engineers etc. Their literacy rate has

also increased. Many women have been elected as Panch and Sarpanch of Panchayats. However,
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Woman Sarpanch

while many women have made good progress,

there is a large number of women who are still

very backward and deprived such as:

 Many women are still deprived of their

right to property.

 They are exploited.  They also face

domestic violence.

 They are discriminated against and not

treated at par with boys in their upbringing.

 The dowry system is still prevalent.

 Killing of girls (female feticide and

infanticide) has not yet stopped despite several attempts.

 Special laws have been made for the welfare of the women; however, these are not being

followed properly.

Women and men are the two wheels of a vehicle called family. Their equal contribution is necessary

for the development of a family. The family progresses only when women also get an equal and

respectable status.

Inequality among women and men has been there for ages. Many measures are being taken to

eliminate this inequality between women and men, and girls and boys. The status of the women

in the society has arisen because of these measures. However, whereas many women have

made good progress, a substantial number of them still lag behind.

Let's see what you have learnt 1.3

Put a tick () against the correct statement a cross () against the incorrect statement:

(i) The Government has made several laws to safeguard the interest of women. (    )

(ii) The Government is not paying attention to girls' education. (    )

(iii) There is no reservation for women in the Panchayat elections. (    )

(iv) Women get concession while filing their income tax. (    )

(v) Women and men are two wheels of a family vehicle. (    )
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Seats reserved for senior citizens

1.5 Respect for Elders

The elders are the backbone of a family. They have an important place in the family.  Physically

healthy men take good care of their family. They earn for the family. They contributeto the progress

of the family. The weak and the elderly members occupy a similar position in the family. They

advise members of the family on how to do things in the right manner. They teach good practices to

the children. Children feel more secure under their care.

It is the responsibility of the family and the society to respect elders.  They should be given nutritious

food. Their health and safety should be taken care of.  That is why the Government has taken

several measures to provide them support, for example:

 Reservation of seats for them in trains and

buses etc. and concession in fares

 Right to get living allowance from their

children by law

 Several plans have been made for older

people, for example, Annapurna Yojana,

Senior Citizen Savings Scheme, Mortgage

Scheme i.e. getting living allowance after

mortgaging their house etc., special insurance

plan for the sick and Old-Age Pension plans

etc.

 Special rebate in income tax and no income

tax after 80 years of age.

 Higher rate of interest on their deposits in

banks and post offices.

The elders themselves should also take measures to remain mentally and physically active. This

will help in maintaining their position and respect in the family.

1.6 Respect for Physically and Mentally Challenged People

There may be some people in the family and in the society who are mentally or physically challenged.

Some may not be able to speak or listen. Some may not be able to see; some are mentally weak.

However, these people can also do many jobs well. They also have their own special qualities.

Everybody has a right to live respectfully in the society. Parents, families and society should give

them opportunities to progress and flourish. They should be respected. They should never be
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addressed as that deaf one, old, dumbo, etc.The

physically and mentally challenged people have

been given opportunities for education and

jobs, so that they can also contribute to the

development of the society:

 Special schools have been set up for

physically and mentally weak children,

where they are taught reading and writing,

sports and skills for earning their

livelihood.

 The children who cannot speak or listen

are taught how to communicate by sign language.

 For the children who cannot see, study

through tape or special type of books,

These books have a lot of raised dots.

These are read by running their fingerson

the dots. This is known as the Braille

script.

 Special sports,  painting and race

competitions are organised for these

people.

 Seats have been reserved for them in

schools and for jobs in the public sector.

These children are also given special

scholarships.

The family and the entire society have to contribute towards growth of such people. These people

should never be made to feel that that they are inferior in any way as compared to normal people.

They are given pension, grants for purchasing artificial limbs, money for building shops and free

travel facilities under some Government schemes.

There are many people in the family and the society who are aged. Their body and memory

becomes weak as they get older. Similarly, some people are physically or mentally weak. It is

the responsibility of the family and the society that they should be given opportunity to live

with respect, so that they can also enjoy life. The Government has also provided several laws

and schemes for their welfare.

Physically and Mentally challenged

(differently abled) children

Reading with Braille script
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Let's see, what you have learnt 1.4

(i) Who are taught to communicate with gestures and signs?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Who can study using Braille and voice recordings on tape?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) Fill in the blanks with the right word:

values, backbone, old, living allowances

(a) Elders are the ........................ of the family.

(b) The elders teach ........................ to the children.

(c) The parents have a right to get ....................... from their children.

(d) There are several schemes for the welfare of ........................... people

Let's Revise

 Family is the smallest unit of the society.

 The families are of two types: Joint family and Nuclear family.

 It is the responsibility of the parents that the children become good citizens.

 If the family bond is strong, the family remains happy.

 The boys and the girls should be given equal opportunities for education.

 The Government has made several laws for the welfare of women.

 The elders should be respected.

 The physically and mentally challenged people have a right to live respectfully in the

society.
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Exercise

1. Who all are there in your family?  Right their names and your relation with them:

Name Relation Name Relation

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________

2. Write two good things about a joint family:-

(i) ________________________________________________________________

(ii) ________________________________________________________________

3. Who all live in a nuclear family?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

4. Write two measures to make family relations strong:-

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

5. Write two responsibilities of parents towards their children:-

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

6. Fill in the blanks with the correct word:-

women, education, elections, laws

 There are many ................ for the welfare of the women.
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 Special attention is being paid towards ................ of girls.

 33 per cent seats are reserved for women in the ................ of Panchayat.

 Several measures are being taken to raise the status of  ................ in the society.

7. Put tick () against the correct statements and a cross () against the incorrect statements.

 Old people do not have any responsibilities. (    )

 Old people should not be respected. (    )

 Several schemes have been introduced for the elderly people. (    )

 The children who cannot see, study using Braille. (    )

 Physically and mentally challenged children get special scholarships. (    )

Let's do and learn

1. Listen to the childhood instance of an elder and write it in your own words.

ANSWERS

1.1 (i) Two

(ii) Head of the family

(iii) No body is available for help in an emergency.

1.2 (i) When every member of the family respects other members, doesn't hurt other people's

feelings and instead of fighting settle their differences through discussion.

(ii) Taking care of the health of the children, giving them good education, teaching them

good values

1.3 (i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
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1.4 (i) Those who cannot speak and listen\

(ii) Those who cannot see

(iii) (a) backbone

(b) values

(c) living allowance

(d) age
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2

Our Social Environment

We will learn in this lesson

 What are the different professions around us?

 We should respect people associated with every profession

 Who are the public services around us?

 What is the role of family, neighbourhood and community in the development of society?

We have many people around us, for example- barber (hair dresser), washer men, cobbler

(shoe maker), cleaner, doctor, teacher, etc., we also have some public services, for example, hospitals,

schools, banks, post-offices and police etc.  We spend a happy life with the help of all of these.  All

of these services are necessary for us. What is our behavior with people associated with different

professions? What is the role of these neighbourhood professions and public services in the

development of society? We will learn all this in this lesson.

2.1 The Professions in our Neighbourhood

The main profession in our villages is agriculture. But all types of people live in a village because

no one can do all the necessary work for him/herself on their own, for example, there is barber to

cut hair and shave. The potter is there to make earthen pots. Cobbler is available to do leather
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related works. There is a washer man to wash clothes. Cleaners clean around; the weavers weave

clothes for us. The blacksmith makes several tools for us. The carpenters is there for wood work.

The Goldsmith is available to make jewelry out of gold and silver etc. The oil man is available to

extract oil for us. The Bhadbhuja is available to roast corn, gram etc. for us.

People working in different professions

Washermen        Hair-Cutter

Potter

Blacksmith         Weaver
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A craftsman making done-pattal with the

help of machine

Children in school, post office, bank, police men at crossings, scene of a court, good and clean

village, people donating labour

They are all experts in their craft. These professions come to them from their ancestors. Their

children learn from their childhood. Their skill shines with

practice and experience of years.

With the passage of time the professions of all these people

have changed and become new. Son of washer woman

Basanti irons clothes only in the city. Rahman is the son

of the tailor, Anwar; Rahman stitches clothes of new

design by going through books. The son of the Cobbler

(shoe maker) Sobran has also started making purses, bags

and belts along with shoes and slippers of new design.

He makes good business in the town. Juman weaves lovely

clothes on the handloom.  Ravikaran now works as a

goldsmith in the city.  The grocery shopkeeper Girdhari

lal has a shop in the market now.

The changes in profession

Cobbler is making shoes Shoe maker is making purses, belts etc.

alongwith shoes

Before Now

A woman making done-pattal (plates) out

of leaves

Woman ironing clothes
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Before Now

Working in the field with oxen and plough Cultivating the field with the help of the tractor

The women is making yarn by charkha

(spinning wheel)

Cloth making mill

Woman making patterns on hands and feet  Facial being done at the Beauty Parlour

2.2 Why has this change come about?

 The number of family members has increased and, therefore, all the members cannot continue

working in the same profession.

 Earlier, people used to be dependent only on farmers and rich villagers for their livelihood.

Now they go out of the village and work.
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 The new generation is not satisfied with the income they have from the ancestral profession.

 Everybody is free to choose any profession. People are learning new skills through learning

and training. They have started doing different jobs and professions.

 New machines have come in the market. New techniques are helping in doing better work in

less time.

All these reasons have impacted every profession.

2.3 Respect of People associated with Neighbourhood

Professions

Everyone does some or other work to earn his livelihood. We have also seen that every person is

dependent on others to fulfill his/her requirements. Every person is dependent on farmer for food.

The farmer is dependent on blacksmith and other craftsmen for their tools. Things of daily

requirement are available in the shops of Ramsahaya and Shobratan bua. If we do not have Tawa

(heating plate used for making chapattis) from Morari blacksmith then we will not be able to get

bread. If we do not have earthen pots from Chamanlal then we will have to drink hot water in

summer. The marriage functions and festivals will be uninteresting if we do not have Sulemaan

tailor, Aftab Rangrez (cloth dyer), Satbeer goldsmith and Ramkali helper. If we do not have shoes

or slippers from Hari Ram then we will have boils in our feet.

It means that every profession and people associated with these professions have special importance.

The life of one is difficult in the absence of the other. No work is small or big, therefore, we need to

respect every profession and people doing that. We should co-operate with one another. We should

help each other. We should behave well with everyone.

We require many things every day. We cannot fulfill all of our requirements on our own. In this

we get help from people engaged in different professions. This way every person is dependent

on some other person to fulfill his/her needs. One cannot do without the help of others. Therefore,

it is necessary that we respect every profession and people associated with that.

Let's see, what you have learnt 2.1

I. Write five activities being done in your neighbourhood. What do we call these people

doing activities?

Work People doing that work

For example:- Dyeing clothes Dyer (Rangrez)
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(i) ...................................... ......................................

(ii) ...................................... ......................................

(iii) ...................................... ......................................

(iv) ...................................... ......................................

(v) ...................................... ......................................

II. Women in our neighbourhood do several kinds of jobs, mention three jobs which are

done by women, for example, mid-wives help in delivery-

(i) ________________________________________________________________

(ii) ________________________________________________________________

(iii) ________________________________________________________________

III. Tell us by using a line, on whom do we depend for work, mentioned in column I ?

Column I Column II

(i) For tools Tailor

(ii) For stitching /clothes Carpenter

(iii) For grains Cleaner

(iv) For Jewelry Blacksmith

(v) For shoes and slippers Farmer

(vi) For Cleaning Goldsmith

(vii) For wooden things Shoe maker

IV. Why is it necessary to respect people pursuing different professions?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2.4 Public Services Around Us

On the foregoing lesson you have seen that people of different professions do their work to fulfill

each other's needs. There are still several needs apart from these, for example, hospital for treatment,
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school for education of children, banks for protection of our money etc., and for savings, post office

for sending letters and depositing savings and police for maintaining our systems, rules and laws.

We have almost daily relation with hospitals, schools, post offices, police stations etc. We live a

smooth life with the help of these all. All these services are called the public services. The public

services can be Governmental or Non-Governmental.

Let's learn about a few public services

2.4.1  Facilities in a Hospital

 The hospitals treat sick people. There children

are vaccinated. Here we have deliveries and

care unit for mother and child.

 Every ward has 24 hour staff nurses.

 The patients admitted in general wards can

avail several free tests; however, cat scanning,

ultrasound etc. are done on a nominal fee

prescribed by the Government.

 The treatment of patients and their food is free

in the general wards. The attendant of every

patient is given a pass.

 In every hospital emergency cases are given

priority.

 In every hospital there is a free phone facility

around 'emergency'.

 Poor patients have free Ambulance facility in

the government hospitals; however, other people

can make use of this facility by paying a

prescribed fee.

 All the government and private hospitals are

bound to give free treatment to economically

weaker people.

 In the government hospital, patients are also

given free life saving medicines.

 In the government hospital, children are vaccinated free of charge. These facilities are available

twice a week.

A scene of a hospital

Treatment of a child in a hospital
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Children in school

2.4.2  Facilities in Schools

 The Government has made laws for education.  As per this law, the children in the age group

of 6-14 do not have to pay any fee up to class VIII.  The books, exercise books, bags, uniform

and mid-day meal are also provided free of charge.

 The child learns reading, writing, sports and

living with others with love and brotherhood

in the school.

 In the private schools, 25 per cent seats are

reserved for poor children. They have the

right to free education on those seats.

 It has not necessary to give birth certificate

at the time of admission.

 The school cannot charge donation or hold

interview test at the time of admission. If

some school does this, then it has to pay a

fine of Rs. 25,000 to 50,000 on complaint.

 Children from poor families are to be given education with other children in the private schools.

 It is the responsibility of the Village Education Committee, Gram Pradhan and Headmaster

that all the children of the village take admission in the school.

2.4.3  Facilities in the Post Office

Earlier a Barber or messenger took our message to other people; however, letters or papers are now

delivered by postal service. The main work of the post

office is ----

 Sending post from one place to the other.  Earlier

post took several days to reach its destination,

however, now with speed post it reaches quickly.

 Apart from letters we may also send money order

or parcels through the post office.

 People can also open an account in the post office

and deposit money.

 Every labour will get his wages earned through

MGNREGA, deposited in the bank or post offices. Post Office
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Bank

 People also learn about savings through small savings schemes.

 India has the largest postal services in the world.

 These days the work of sending post and parcels is done through private courier services also.

2.4.4  Facilities in a Bank

Earlier people used to hide their money and jewelry under the earth for safety.  However, it is not

the same now.  Now every big village has the facility of a bank. The main work of the bank is -

 Protecting people's money.  People can open an account in a bank and deposit their money in

it. They also earn interest on their deposits.

The money could be withdrawn whenever

needed.

 Jewelry and other valuables can also be

kept securely in the bank. These things are

kept in lockers in the bank.

 Bank could be a Government or private

bank.  The villages also have village banks,

cooperative banks and national banks etc.

 Banks also give loan on lesser interest for

profession, education and agriculture.

Many loans have remissions also.

2.4.5  Facilities provided by the Police

 Police is for our protection. The traffic

police protects vehicles and people on the

road

 We can lodge FIR against any crime in a

police station. The police arrests the

criminals after investigation

 Police helps in maintaining peace in the

society

 Police is there to maintain security and law

and order in the society
Traffic Policeman on cross-road
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Court Room

2.4.6  Facilities received from a Court

 The Panchayats solve the disputes between

people in villages. However, if they are not be

solved there, then people go to a court. The courts

take decisions regarding disputes and crimes.

Case hearing takes place in front of the Judge.

The advocates present cases of their clients for

judgment before Judge.

 The court can be small or big depending on the

severity of the crime or the monetary involved in

dispute. The District level court is called District

Court. The court at the State level is called High

Court. The highest court of the country is called

the Supreme Court.

 The Supreme Court is in New Delhi. Here appeals from all the lower courts are received.

Independent cases are also received here. The decision of the Supreme Court is final. There

could be no appeal against it. The main work of the Judiciary is to see that the country's law

and order are being maintained as per the Constitution.

 If injustice is done to somebody and that person does not have money to pay fees for the case,

the Judge may waive off fee. Judge may also appoint a free advocate.

 The Government has opened an office for free legal help in each court. It is called "Legal Aid

Cell"

2.4.7  Functions of Municipality and Municipal Committee/Corporation

These offices are responsible for maintenance of

several facilities related to city life. These are the

offices which take care of electricity, water, cleaning,

prevention of diseases, roads, educations, parks etc.

The birth and death certificates are also issued from

here.

Registration of birth and death at

municipal corporation
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2.4.8  Working of a Village Panchayat

It is the duty of the Panchayat to provide facilities

to villagers. Here developmental plans are made.

All the Governmental and non-Governmental

plans for social service and development of the

village are implemented from here. Registration

for MGNREGA is also done here. Job Card is also

made in the Panchayat. The main jobs of a

Panchayat are development of agriculture and

plantation preparing fields for grazing and their

protection, tree plantation, improvement and

conservation of soil, for example, work related to

making of embarkments and dams, consolidation

of holdings, development of irrigation facilities,

their construction, repair and maintenance, improving animals breed, milk production, fishery,

poultry, rearing of pigs, plantation of trees on the public land and roads, small industries, cottage

industries, village industries, for example, match boxes, things made of bamboo; construction of

houses for villagers, maintaining public wells, ponds etc. for water, development of fuel, fodder

and land, maintenance of village roads, culverts, and small quays and water ways, arrangement of

electricity for village, programmes for eradication for poverty, primary and middle education, sports,

cultural activities, cleanliness of village, vaccination of people and animals, registration of birth,

death and marriages, family welfare; making plans for development. All of these functions are

performed by village panchayat.

Similarly, there are several public services apart from these. These bring happiness and sense of

well-being to our life. Therefore, it is our responsibility that we respect people providing all these

services. Co-operate with them so that they are

able to do their work properly. Do not put

hindrance in their work, for example, fighting

with doctors or nurses in a hospital.We have

several public services around us, for example,

school, hospital, courts, post offices, banks, etc.

These make our life simple.  It  is our

responsibility that we respect people involved

in these services. We should co-operate in their

work. We should not put hindrance in their

work.

Panchayat Office

Neat and clean village
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Let's see, what you have learnt 2.2

I. Write names of any four public services, also write what type of activities are

performed by them

Name of the public service Work done in the public service

For example, School Education of children, sports are etc.

(i) ____________________ __________________________________

(ii) ____________________ __________________________________

(iii) ____________________ __________________________________

(iv) ____________________ __________________________________

II. Put a tick mark () against correct sentences and cross () against wrong sentences

(i) Doctors and nurses work in a hospital (    )

(ii) Judges decide cases in the bank. (    )

(iii) We cannot send money orders and parcels through the post office. (    )

(iv) Police is for our protection. (    )

III. Where do the poor people get free legal aid?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

IV. Write four functions of a Gram-Panchayat.

(i) ________________________________________________________________

(ii) ________________________________________________________________

(iii) ________________________________________________________________

(iv) ________________________________________________________________
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2.5 Role of Family, Neighbourhood and Community in the

Development of the Society

Sonia's village is small but it has several facilities. There is a primary school for children. There are

health centre and delivery centre. It is clean all around. Drainage is cemented, the outflow of water

from houses is good, several hand pumps are available, the ponds are clean, and fish are reared

there. Every house has a toilet, the village has streets, and they are made of bricks and are connected

with the road going to the city.

The benefit of these facilities is that the village has environment for education, boys and girls study,

women learn reading and writing and also new skills in adult education centre.

Due to cleanliness all around, occurrence of diseases has decreased. It is easy to go to city as the

roads are available, this increases the business. Everyone has a better income now. But, how has all

this happened?

All this has happened due to co-operation of everybody. People keep their house and neighbourhood

clean everybody understands his responsibilities. If the hand pump breaks down, they do not wait

for the Government to repair it. They get it repaired with the help of each other.  Similarly, when the

streets were being bracked, the people donate labour. Everybody made efforts. The Panchayat

decided with consensus, and then the school and health centre were made.

The Government and Voluntary institutions helped in the development of the village when they

saw the unity and responsible behavior in the villagers. That is how village is progressing with the

combined efforts of the families, neighbourhood and community. Many people from within the

country and abroad come to visit this village to witness its extraordinary development.

People giving free labour
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The family and neighbourhood play an important role in the development of the society. The

society develops when the people are educated, healthy, responsible and live together with

co-operation.

Let's see, what you have learnt 2.3

I. Where do the people of the village get education?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

II. Put a tick mark () against correct and cross mark () against wrong sentence:

(i) The diseases spread because of cleanliness (    )

(ii) The houses should have proper water drainage system (    )

(iii) It is necessary to take care of health (    )

(iv) Co-operation does not help in the development of the society (    )

Let’s Revise

 No profession is small or big.

 The main profession of villages is agriculture.

 Every person has a right to a profession of his choice.

 Every person is dependent on others for his needs.

 The hospital, school, post office, police station are public service institutions.

 The Government has made arrangement for free legal aid in each court.

 The family and neighbourhood play important role in the development of society.

 The Municipal Committee, Municipalities, and Panchayats provide facilities to all people.
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Exercise

1. Look at the pictures and write who these people are:

1. 2.

_______ _______ and ________ __________________________

3. 4.

__________________________ __________________________

2. Mention five jobs being done around you and also write what these people

performing these jobs are called

Work What are they called

Ex. Person who makes a garland Flower vendor

(i) _________________________ _________________________

(ii) _________________________ _________________________

(iii) _________________________ _________________________

(iv) _________________________ _________________________

(v) _________________________ _________________________
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3. Put a tick mark () against correct sentences and cross () against wrong sentences

I. The main profession of a village is agriculture. (    )

II.  We should not put hindrances in the work of people related to public services.

(    )

III. The professions have not changed with time. (    )

IV.  The hospitals have facilities for delivery. (    )

V. Unity is necessary for the development of a village. (    )

VI. Banks do not pay interest on deposits. (    )

4. Write names of three public services where poor people get free assistance:

(i) _________________________

(ii) _________________________

(iii) _________________________

5. Write five functions of a Panchayat.

(i) _________________________ (ii) _________________________

(iii) _________________________ (iv) _________________________

(v) _________________________

6. Fill in the blanks by choosing correct word:

Police station       Money order Court    Hospital       Jewelry

(i) Patients are admitted in ...............................

(ii) We may also send ............................... through the post office.

(iii) The highest ............................... is  the Supreme Court.

(iv) We may also keep ............................... in the banks securely.

(v) FIR is lodged in ...............................

7. Write answers in one word:

(i) Who helps in attending the patients? _______________
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(ii) Who checks the patients? _______________

(iii) Who gives verdicts in the cases? _______________

(iv) Where do we get free legal aid? _______________

(v) Where from birth and death certificates are issued? _______________

Let’ s do and learn

(i) Who are the public services available around your house? Find out and make a list.

(ii) How many types of accounts can be opened in a bank? What are the special features of

each account? How much interest do we get in different types of accounts; find out and

write-

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

ANSWER

2.1    3. (ii) Tailor (vi) Cleaner

(iii) Farmer (iv) Gold smith

(v) Cobbler (vii) Carpenter

4. None of the jobs is small or big, therefore, we should respect all the professions and

people involved in them

2.2 2. (i) R

(ii) W

(iii) W

(iv) R

3. In legal aid cell

4. (i) Land conservation
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(ii) arrangement of electricity

(iii) Construction of village roads and drainage

(iv) cleanliness of the village

2.3 (1) From school and adult education centre.

(2) (i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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3

Our Festivals

We will learn in this lesson

 Festivals celebrated in different parts of the country

 Festivals of different religions

 Our national festivals

Our country is called a country of festivals. Festivals are celebrated throughout the year. Here

people of different religions have their own festivals. But most of the festivals are celebrated jointly,

as people of other religion also get involved. It proves unity in diversity of our country.  Each

festival has its own history, legend and significance of celebration. Some festivals are celebrated

for seasonal changes and agriculture. Such festivals are usually celebrated all over the country after

harvest. But with different names in different parts of the country. Festivals celebrated by any

religion, in any region, known by any name, convey the messages of - brotherhood, love, humanity,

happiness and victory of good over evil.

In addition to social festivals, we have some national festivals as well. These are - Independence

Day, Republic Day and Mahatma Gandhi Birthday. These festivals are not of any particular religion

or community. These are celebrated jointly by whole country.

Now let us learn about some of the festivals celebrated in our country.
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3.1 Makara Sankranti

Makara Sankranti is observed in the month of

January, when sun enters the Makar Rashi

(beginning of Capricorn period under the

sidereal zodiac sign). From this day, the sun

becomes Uttrayan (sun starts shifting towards

north). The festival is celebrated all over the

country with some regional variations. It is

known by different names and celebrated in

different forms in different regions.

This festival is related to agriculture. By the time

of celebrations, crops of paddy, jwar, millet,

Black bean (urad), sugarcane, sesame (til), are

already harvested. Houses are full with new yield. There is atmosphere of merrymaking in every

household. People eat goodies made up of sesame and rice.

In Tamil Nadu,the day is observed as Pongal. There people eat and offer kheer (rice pudding) on

this day.

In Assam, Makara Sankranti is celebrated in the form of Bihu festival.

In North India Makara Sankranti involves bathing in Ganges and other rivers. People from far off

places come to take ritual bath on this day in Haridwar and Prayag. A big fair is held there. After

taking ritual bath, people donate rice or sesame laddoos as daan (charity).

At some places, Makara Sankranti is called Khichadi Sankranti also. In Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and

Uttarakhand, on this occassion people eat khichadi prepared with rice and urad daal.

Gujrat has the tradition of kite flying on this day. Punjab celebrates Lohdi on the occasion.

In this way, the festival is celebrated all over the country. It shows that our culture is agriculture

based. It also denotes that the whole country has the same emotions, same culture and same spirit

of happiness.

3.2 Holi

Holi is celebrated in Phalgun month on the full moon day. It is the time of arrival of spring season.

Spring is the season of hope and enjoyment. There is colour everywhere. Flowers start blooming,

colouring the surroundings. New leaves and branches shoot up. There is atmosphere of hope and

joy everywhere.

People Bathing
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There is a legend about Holi festival, which goes

like this - In Satyug, there was a king named

Hiranyakashyap. He banned worship of God in his

kingdom. He wanted everyone in his kingdom to

worship him as God. He had a son named Prahlad.

Prahlad was devotee of Lord Vishnu since

childhood. Hiranyakashyap never liked this. He

tried to convince Prahlad. He punished him also

but did not succeed. He tried to kill Prahlad many

times. But by the grace of God he was saved every

time. In the end, Hiranyakashyap took help of his

sister Holika for the purpose. Holika was blessed

with the boon that made her immune to fire. On advice of Hiranyakashyap, Holika entered fire with

Prahlad in her lap. Hiranyakashyap was thinking that Prahlad would burn. But the opposite happened.

Prahlad was saved by Lord himself. Holika was burnt to ashes. Since then Holi is celebrated.

People light bonfire as Holika Dahan on the eve of

Holi by uniting together in community. In a way, they

burn injustice and celebrate the triumph of good over

evil.

What makes Holi special is - colour and music. In

contrast to the offerings to deities and worshipping,

more importance is given to music and dance, eating

and drinking, playing with colours, abeer and gulal.

Preparations for Holi start much in advance. On Holi

day people spray and pour colour on each other. Sing

phag (traditional Holi songs). Make merry together.

Holi promotes feeling of brotherhood. Forgetting past

animosities, people hug each other.

Holi of Braj is very famous. People from all over the world come here to see "Lathmar Holi of

Barsana". In Punjab, the occasion is celebrated as HolaMohalla.

But sometimes, beautiful and joyous atmosphere of Holi is spoiled due to certain people. They

throw mud on others. Sometimes they throw even coal-tar or use chemical colours. These things

are harmful for skin and body. Some people create ruckus after drinking alcohol and bhang. Some

exploit the occasion to take revenge and settle old scores. Such actions spoil the spirit of Holi.

We must try to make the festival joyful for everyone. We should not use chemical colours or mud to

play Holi and forget old animosities.

Holika Dahan

Children, Men, Women playing Holi
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Eid

3.3 Eid-ul-Fitr

Month of Ramazan (Ramadan) is considered very

pious and auspicious in Islam. People fast for the

whole month from dawn to dusk, pray to Allah (God)

give donation as charity to those in need. This

donation is known as Zakat. Eid marks the end of

Ramadan. On 29th or 30th day of fasting, after

sighting of crescent moon, next day Eid-ul-Fitr is

celebrated.

Eid-ul-Fitr is commonly known as Meethi (sweet)

Eid. Perhaps this name is given to differentiate it from

Eid-ul-Azha, another important Muslim festival. Eid-

ul-Azha is a festival of sacrifice, in which goat and

lamb are sacrificed.

Eid means- celebration of happiness. On this day people celebrate the conclusion of month of

fasting. They wear new and best clothes. Offer Namaz, as congregational prayer at mosques. After

prayer, people greet and wish each other by hugging and embracing. Delicious traditional

meethiseviyan (sweet vermicelli) and luscious cuisines are cooked in every household. People visit

each other and exchange good wishes. Elders give money to youngers. This gift is known as "Eidi".

Eid-ul-Fitr is a festival to share happiness. Festival's significance is interpreted as a good occasion

to bring people together in harmony and brotherhood.

3.4 Guruparva (Guru Nanak Jayanti)

In Sikh tradition, Guruparva is celebration of an anniversary related to lives of Sikh gurus. Guru

Nanak Jayanti is most sacred and important festival of

Sikhs. It is celebrated on Kartik Purnima (on the full

moon day of Hindu month of Kartik). It commemorates

the birth of first Sikh Guru, Guru Nanak. Guru Parva is

called 'Prakash Utsav' (Festival of Light) also. On this

day, people organise pious (huts) by roadside, in bazar

and offer sweet sherbat to all passers by. The other

prayers, and bow their heads in Gurudwaras. During

the celebrations Akhandpath is performed and

procession is organised. People visit Gurdwara to say

prayers.Guruparva
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On this day, elaborate arrangements are made for "Langar" (community feast) in Gurudwaras. In

"Langar" food is served to all, irrespective of caste, religion and social status. Guruparva spread the

message of peace, love and brotherhood.

Let's see, what you have learnt 3.1

(i) By what name Makara Sankranti is known in Tamil Nadu?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) When is Eid celebrated?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) Why do we celebrate Guru Parva?

_____________________________________________________________________

3.5 Durga puja and Dashahra

Dashahra is known as VijyaDashmi also.

This festival is celebrated from the sixth to

tenth day of lunar fortnight (Shukla Paksha)

in the month of Ashwin (Kwar).

It is believed that during Rama - Ravana

battle, to invoke Goddess Shakti, Lord

Rama worshipped from first to ninth day

of Shukla Paksha in month of Kwar. On

tenth day, he killed Ravana. Durga Puja is

celebrated with great fanfare in West

Bengal and Bihar.

Dashahra is a festival of victory of good

over evil. It epitomises victory of justice,

truth and good over evil.

Nine days prior to Vijyadashmi are Navratri. People fast during Navratri. They also worship

Goddess Durga in her different forms.

Dushhera
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Dashahra is celebrated to commemorate killing of Ravana by lord Rama. Plays based on Lord

Rama's victory are played in the form of Ramlila for nine days. On Dashahra day, effigies of Ravana,

Kumbhkarana and Meghnad are burnt. They are considered symbol of evil. Dashahra of Kullu is

very famous. Kullu is a region in Himachal Pradesh. Similarly, Dashahra is celebrated in a very

glamorous form in Mysore also. People from all over the world visit Kullu and Mysore to view

Dashahra

3.6 Deepawali

Festival of Deepawali is celebrated on the Amavasya of Kartika month. It is believed that on this

day Lord Rama returned to Ayodhya after defeating the king of Lanka. To honour his return the

whole kingdom was illuminated with lighting of lamps. People celebrated the occasion. Since then,

the day is celebrated in form of Deepawali. Deepawali is also known as Deewali.

On Deepawali people play with a lot of fireworks. It is a festival of joy and illumination. Victory of

light over darkness.

The rituals of Deepawali festival extend over a five-day period. It starts with Dhanteras. Next day

is Narak Chaturdashi. It is also known as

Choti (small) Deepawali. Deepawali is

celebrated on Amavasya. Goddess

Lakshmi is worshipped on this day. Next

day is celebrated as Govardhan Pooja.

Last day is Bhaiyya Dooj.

Deepawali is a pious and auspicious

festival but some people pollute it by their

deeds. They gamble. Some people burn

very noisy and smoky fireworks. Due to

which air and sound pollution worsens. It

also has health impact. Main sufferers are

children, old and sick people.

3.7 Christmas

Christmas is observed on 25th December. It is to commemorate the birth of Jesus Christ. Christmas

is also called "Bada Din (Big Day)". It is biggest festival of Christians. On this day, they visit

churches. Celebrate birthday of Christ, feast together, sing and dance, greet and wish each other.

Some people dress up as Santa Claus and distribute gifts to children. Churches are decorated and

Deepawali
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Christmas

illuminated. Cakes are baked at homes. This festival is

celebrated all over the world. In India, this festival is

celebrated with great enthusiasm in Goa and Nagaland.

Lord Christ has given the message of humanity and love to

mankind. Showed importance of service. He always believed

that humanity means service to the poor and needy. This is

the main message of Christmas.

Let's see, what you have learnt 3.2

(i) In which part of the country, is Dusshehra more popular?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Why do we celebrate Deepawali?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) What is the main message of Christmas?

_____________________________________________________________________

3.8 Some Other Festivals

All of these are our social festivals. They are the festivals of different religions, but all (men) join to

celebrate them together.

In addition to these many other festivals are organised in our country. Two other main festivals are

- Mahavir Jayanti and Budh Purnima. Mahavir Jayanti is to commemorate birthday of Lord Mahavira.

Lord Mahavira was 24th and last Jain Tirthankar (avatar-saint). He considered non-violence as

highest religion.
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Tri-colour on Red Fort

Budh Purnima marks the birth of Lord Buddha. Buddhist religion was started by Lord Buddha.

Lord Buddha has given message of compassion and brotherhood to the world.

We have read about some of our social festivals. These are festivals of different religions. But

people of other religion also get involved in celebrations. It proves unity in diversity of India.

3.9 National Festivals

We celebrate certain festivals which are national festivals. These are not the festivals of any particular

religion. Whole country jointly celebrates these festivals. We have three national festivals:

1.  Independence Day      2.  Republic Day    3.  Gandhi Jayanti

Come, let us learn about them.

3.9.1  Independence Day

Independence Day is observed on 15th August. Our country got independence on this day in 1947.

Prior to this our country was ruled by the Britishers, we struggled hard to get India liberated.  Many

people sacrificed their lives. On Independence

Day, we pay tribute to these heroes and

martyrs.

A solemn function is organised in Delhi,

capital of the country to commemorate the day.

Prime Minister hoists the National Flag on the

ramparts of Red fort. He delivers speech to

the nation. In his speech, he highlights the past

years' achievements and schemes. Similar

functions are held in state capitals and districts.

Independence Day is celebrated in schools

also.

3.9.2  Republic Day

Republic Day is celebrated on 26th January. Constitution of India came into effect on this day in

the year 1950, declaring India a Republic.

India achieved independence from British Raj on 15th August 1947. Prior to that India was ruled

by the Britishers. We became independent in 1947. Later on we framed our constitution effect.

Constitution of India is a book which lays down fundamental political rights of people and directive
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principles for the government. Constitution of

India came into effect on 26th January 1950.

On this day, President of India hoists the

national flag at Rajpath in Delhi. After that

ceremonious parade is held. President takes the

salute from parade. The parade commences

from Rashtrapati Bhawan and ends at Red Fort.

Parade is followed by colourful tableaus.

Tableaus showcase culture of different states.

Tableaus give glimpses of country's

development also. Indian army displays the

might of the army to boost morale of masses.

Republic Day is celebrated at State capitals also. Districts also celebrate the event with enthusiasm

and fanfare. Programmes are held in schools also to celebrate the occasion.

3.9.3  Gandhi Jayanti

Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated on 2nd October. It marks the birth of Mahatma Gandhi on 2nd October

1869. Gandhi Ji is called Rashtrapita (Father of

the Nation). He gave us message of truth and

non-violence. He liberated our country with

truth and non-violence.

Gandhi Samadhi (Gandhi Memorial) is at

Rajghat in Delhi. On Gandhi Jayanti people visit

Gandhi Memorial to pay homage. They offer

flowers. Sing Ramdhun. Spin charkha.

On occasion of Gandhi Jayanti usually there is

special discount on khadi cloth and products.

This discount continues for the whole month.

Gandhi Jayanti is a national holiday.

Let's see, what you have learnt 3.3

(i) What are our national festivals?

_____________________________________________________________________

Grand Military Parade at Rajpath

Gandhi Memorial
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(ii) Which day is celebrated on 26th January?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) Who hoists the national flag on Independence Day at Red Fort?

_____________________________________________________________________

Let’s Revise

 Makara Sankranti festival is celebrated on 14th January. In Tamil Nadu, it is celebrated

as Pongal. In Assam it is called "Bihu".

 Makara Sankranti is an agriculture related festival.

 Holi is a festival to enjoy and make merry together. It is a festival to burn injustice

unitedly.

 Eid-ul-Fitr marks the end of month of Ramazan. This is a festival of harmony, brotherhood

and sharing happiness.

 Guru Nanak Jayanti is birthday of first Sikh Guru, Guru Nanak. It is also called "Festival

of Light".

 Dashahra is also known as "Vijyadashmi". It is celebrated as victory of justice over

injustice, truth over falsehood and religion over irreligion (impropriety)

 Deepawali is celebrated on Amavasya in the month of Kartik. It celebrates the victory

of light over darkness and good over evil.

 Christmas commemorates the birthday of Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ gave message of

love and humanity. Christmas is celebrated on 25th December.

 We observe three national festivals - Independence Day, Republic Day and Gandhi

Jayanti.

Exercise

1. Answer the following questions:

(i) Makara Sankranti is celebrated on which day of the year?

________________________________________________________________
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(ii) Whose birthday is celebrated as Guru Parva?

________________________________________________________________

(iii) When is Eid-ul-Fitr celebrated?

________________________________________________________________

(iv) What is the other name of Dashahra?

________________________________________________________________

(v) When is Christmas celebrated?

________________________________________________________________

(vi) When do we celebrate Republic Day?

________________________________________________________________

2. Join the related word from the other groups with a line:

Guru Parva Ramazan

Dashahra 15th August

Eid-ul-Fitr Mahatma Gandhi

Christmas 26 January

Mahavir Jayanti Durga Puja

Independence Day Jesus Christ

Republic Day Guru Nanak

2nd October Lord Mahavira

3 Fill in the blanks with right words:

(i) Makar Sankranti is related to ............................... (Agriculture/Water)

(ii) Tamil Nadu celebrates ........................ festival. (Bihu/Pongal)

(iii) On the occasion of Holi, Punjab celebrates ......................... (Holamohalla/

Festival of light)

(iv) On Independence Day Prime Minister hoists the flag at ........................ (Red Fort/

   India Gate)
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4. Mark the sentences as right ( ) or wrong ():

(i) Bihu is celebrated in Assam. (     )

(ii) Gujrat has tradition of kite flying on Deepawali. (     )

(iii) Eid-ul-Fitr is celebrated at the end of Month of Ramzan. (     )

(iv) Guru Nanak was born on Kartik Purnima. (     )

(v) Budh Purnima marks the birthday of Lord Mahavira. (     )

(vi) Gandhi Jayanti is observed on 2nd November. (     )

(vii) Dashahra is also known as Vijyadashmi. (     )

Let’s do and learn

1. Try to tell us any one bad habit on a festival - like smoking, chewing of tobacco, drinking

of alcohol, etc.

2. Clean the neighbourhood and the village with the help of villagers and people of

neighbourhood on every festival.

ANSWERS

3.1 (i) Pongal

(ii) At the end of Ramadan, next day after sighting of crescent moon, Eid is celebrated.

(iii) Guru Nanak was born on this day.

3.2 (i) Kullu and Mysore

(ii) Lord Rama returned to Ayodhya, after conquering Lanka on this day.

(iii) Love, humanity and service to poor and needy.

3.3 (i) Independence Day, Republic Day and Gandhi Jayanti.

(ii) Republic Day.

(iii) Prime Minister of India.
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4

The Environment

We will learn in this lesson

 The meaning of Environment

 Environments at different places

 Physical and Biological Environments

 Living Organisms - Plants and Animals

 Non-Living Things - Natural and Man Made

Everyone is born alone, but since birth a child is taken care of by his parents, grandparents, siblings

and others, living together at that place. You have read that such a group of people living together

at a place, sharing and caring for one another is called a 'family'. Apart from the family, there are

many other things around us with which we are related like physical things, plants, animals and

social and political atmosphere. All these things that are present around us make our 'environment'.

In this lesson we are going to learn about the environment and its different types.

4.1 Meaning of Environment

See around you. Whatever you see around you is part of the environment. People, things in the

house, animals, birds, plants, buildings, vehicles, roads, electric pole, pond, water, air, soil, clouds,
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mountains etc. all together make our environment.

All the things you can see or feel around you are your environment.

4.2 Environments of Different Places

Different places have different environments. For example, the environment of a village is different

from the environment of a city. A forest has a different type of environment. Different environments

have different types of physical features, animals and plants. In deserts we find sand dunes, trees of

Kikar, babool, palms and thorny bushes. Mountains are tall, rocky structures and have trees mainly

of Pines, Deodar, chinar etc. Camels are common in deserts but mountains have animals like sheep,

and yak. So, we find different environments in mountains, deserts, plains, sea-shores etc.

Environments Around Us

Environment of a Village Environment of a city

Environment of mountains Environment of deserts
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Environment of forests Environment of sea-shore

Let's see, what you have learnt 4.1

1. What do you mean by 'Environment'?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2. Write five things that you see in your environment -

1. ________________ 2. ________________

3. ________________ 4. ________________

5. ________________

3. Name three plants found in deserts.

1. ________________    2. ________________      3. ________________

Physical and Biological Environment

We can divide an environment into two parts - Physical and Biological.

Environment

Biological EnvironmentPhysical Environment
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Air, water, soil, temperature, humidity, roads, vehicles the sun, the moon, stars etc. form the physical

environment.

Different types of plants and trees (tall trees, shrubs, small plants, mushrooms etc.), and animals

(large animals, small animals, birds etc.) insects, and human beings found at a place form the

biological environment.

Physical environment consists of those things which can be seen heard, touched, tasted and smelled.

Biological environment consists of those things which have life. They are insects and creatures,

plants and trees, and other forms of vegetation.

Let's see, what you have learnt 4.2

1. Few things are given below. Put them in the right category (physical environment

or biological environment).

House, lake, Neem tree, train, cat, school, school children, pigeon, boat, butterfly

      Physical Environment Biological Environment

1. __________________ 1. __________________

2. __________________ 2. __________________

3. __________________ 3. __________________

4. __________________ 4. __________________

5. __________________ 5. __________________

Difference between Living and Non-Living

In the picture given below you can see a cat and a bicycle.

Cat Bicycle
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Look carefully at the two pictures and tell -

 Who gets hungry?

 Who breathes?

 Who can move at its own will?

 Who can feel love, anger, hot and cold?

 Who can produce babies like itself?

 Who is sure to die one day?

Right, all the above characteristics are found in cat but not in a bicycle. We can say 'cat' is a living

thing and 'bicycle' is a non-living thing. Like cat, other animals, for example horse, goat, pigeon,

lizard, earthworm and man all are living things.

Just like bicycle, chair, table, water, soil, glass, bus, book etc. don't get hungry. They don't grow and

do not produce babies. So, they are all non-living things.

Living thing means a thing which is alive, has life and throb in it.

A non-living thing is one which is lifeless.

4.3 Living Things - Plants and Trees, Animals and Other

Creatures

Now we know that living things show signs of life. They eat, breathe and grow with age. They

produce babies like themselves and have a limited life after which they die such as men, lion,

elephant, fox, cow, buffalo, fish, tortoise, cock-hen, crow, pegion, hawk, other birds, insects and

creatures.

Living Things

Besides animals, plants are also living beings. They eat, breathe, grow and produce babies from

their seeds. You may not have seen green plants eating food. It is because they have the ability to

produce their own food from air and water. They produce a large amount of food which they use
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and also store in their different parts for others. Food-grains, fruits, vegetables-all of them are food

produced and stored by plants. Plants also breathe and

grow like us. They also produce plants similar to them.

When the seeds of plants grow, they become like their

parent-plants.

You may not have seen plants moving like animals. In

fact they don't need to move. They can make their food

while standing at a place. But some movement goes on

in them even when they are standing. Moreover, they

need a regular supply of water and so their roots go

deep into the soil. But plants also show movement when

their flowers open and close. They dry up and die after

sometime. All these characteristics of plants show that

they are also living things.

Let's see, what you have learnt 4.3

1. Write five characteristics of living things.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2. Write the names of four non-living things.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

3. Out of the various things given below, write 'L' in front of living things and 'NL' in front

of non-living things.

Elephant _____________ Grass _____________

Telephone/Mobile _____________ Pot _____________

Spider _____________ Car _____________

Mango Tree _____________ Frog _____________

Snake _____________ Water _____________

Tree
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4.4 Non-Living Things

Non-living things are of two types - 'Natural' and 'Man Made'. That means they are either created

by nature or made by human beings. Have you ever thought who created the Sun, the Moon and the

stars? Who made tall snow-covered mountains, beautiful waterfalls, deserts, big oceans, small

pebbles and grains of sand? All of these are gifts of nature. All these things are natural things. That

means, they have been created by nature.

Human beings have also been created by nature. They are the best creation of nature. With their

intelligence and hard work, human beings have been able to progress and make many things. Men

themselves have made many things which have made their lives happy and comfortable. Buildings,

taps drinking water, roads, dams, electricity, wheels, vehicles, gas stoves, medicines, buses and

trains are all man made things.

All those things, which have been made through man's wisdom and labour, are called man-made

things.

Natural Things Man made Things

Mountains Buildings

Water falls Hand pump
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Desert Bus

Ocean Train

Moon and stars        Aeroplane

Let's see, what you have learnt 4.4

1. Which things are man made things?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2. Classify the following things into natural and man made things -
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Electric pole, forest, roads, river, chair, rocks, clouds, mobile phone, wheat.

Natural Things Human made Things

1. _____________________ 1. _____________________

2. _____________________ 2. _____________________

3. _____________________ 3. _____________________

4. _____________________ 4. _____________________

4.5 Identification of Common Plants and Animals

There are a number of plants, animals, birds and insects

in our environment. Let's identify some plants and animals

commonly seen around us.

Amla, Mango, Sahjan (Drumstick), Katahal, Khejri,

Babool, Harsingar, Amaltas, Blackberry, Mehndi (Henna),

Hibiscus, Jasmine, Champa, Marigold, Lily, Nagfani

(Cactus), Dhatura, Evergreen.

How do you identify these plants?  Plants are identified

on the basis of their size, shape, leaves, flowers and fruits.

Different plants have different types of leaves, flowers

and fruits. Banyan tree is very large in size, neem tree can

be easily identified by its leaves, flowers of rose, sun

flower and lotus are easily identified. Different plants and

trees have different heights, form, colour, shape etc.

There are a large number of animals around us. Some of them are big animals like cow, elephant,

lion, rhinoceros, horse, fox, pig, dog, donkey, pony, deer, neelgai, black buck, goat, sheep, etc.

Common Plants

Common Animals
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Some are small like mouse, lizard, earthworm, frog, pigeon, blue jay, crow, sparrow, duck, butterfly,

snake, honey bee, fly, mosquito, ant, cockroach, bed-bug, fish, crocodile, tortoise, oyster, lice etc.

The names of many animals, birds, insects and creatures have been given above. Some of them are

animals, others are birds and some are insects and creatures. Some live on the earth. Some of them

are insects like butterfly, ant, mosquito, grasshopper, bee etc.

Some animals live in water.

For example, whale, sharks,

small fishes, tortoise, jellyfish,

octopus etc.

Some animals fly in the air.

For example birds like crow,

parrot, pigeon, owl, eagle etc.

Some animals like monkeys,

squirrels, and some snakes

live on trees. There are some

animals that live in burrows like rabbits, rats, snake etc. Animals move in different styles. Some fly,

some swim in water, some walk slowly, some run fast, some hop and some crawl. We can notice

differences in their shapes, sizes and body features. Some have wings, some have scales, some

have four feet, some have many and some have none. So, we can identify animals on the basis of

their body features.

Let's see, what you have learnt 4.5

1. Write two examples of each that you see in your environment -

Tree ____________________ ____________________

Shrub ____________________ ____________________

Animals ____________________ ____________________

Birds ____________________ ____________________

Insects ____________________ ____________________

Animals
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Let's Revise

 All the things found around us make our environment.

 Environment can be divided into two parts - Physical environment and Biological

environment.

 Living things make biological environment and non-living things make physical

environment.

 Living things need food and they breathe.

 Living things grow and can produce babies similar to them.

 Living things feel cold, hot, anger, love etc.

 All living things die after a certain age.

 All plants are living things.

 Certain things in our environment are created by nature. They are called natural things.

 Things made by human beings are called man made things.

 There are different types of plants and animals in our environment. We can identify

them on the basis of their colour, form, shape, size and the way of living.

Exercise

1. Write down names of five things each from physical and biological environment -

Physical Environment                                     Biological Environment

1. ______________________ ______________________

2. ______________________ ______________________

3. ______________________ ______________________

4. ______________________ ______________________

5. ______________________ ______________________

2. Mark the following statements as true () or false () -

1. Plants also breathe just like us. (    )
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2. Car moves. Therefore, it is a living thing. (    )

3. A peepal tree never dies. (    )

4. Babool trees are found in deserts. (    )

5. Fishes live in water. (    )

3. Write down the names of four natural and four man made things.

Natural Things  Man-made things

1. ____________________ ____________________

2. ____________________ ____________________

3. ____________________ ____________________

4. ____________________ ____________________

ANSWERS

4.1

1. Whatever we see around us is our environment.

2. People, plants, buildings, pond, mountains

3. Kikar, Babool, thorny bushes

4.2

1. Physical - house, lake, train, boat, school

Biological - Neem tree, cat, butterfly, school children, pigeon

4.3

1. Living things eat food, breathe, grow with age, produce babies similar to them, die at a certain

age.

2. Non-living things - Car, gas stove, road, house

3. Elephant L Grass      L

Telephone  NL Pot          NL
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Spider L Car          NL

Mango Tree L Frog        L

Snake L Water      NL

4.4

1. Things made by human beings.

2. Man made - Electric pole, chair, mobile phone roads

Natural - Forest, river, rocks, clouds

3. Tree Neem, Mango, Gulmohar

Shrub Henna (Mehendi), Bougainvillea

Animals Cow, Goat

Birds Pigeon, Eagle

Insects House fly, Mosquito
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Assessment Sheet - 1

(From Lesson 1-4)

1. Put tick mark () against the right answers of the following questions:

(i) Which of the festival is celebrated while the Sun enters in Capricorn?

(a) Holi (b) Dashhara

(c) Makar Sankranti (d) Deepawali

(ii) Where is Gandhi Ji's Samadhi in Delhi?

(a) At Red Fort (b) At Raj Ghat

(c) At India Gate (d) At the Railway Station

(iii) Who are taught through Braille script?

(a) Who cannot hear (b) Who cannot see

(c) Who cannot speak (d) Who cannot walk

(iv) Which festival is celebrated when the moon appears after the Rozas (fasts)?

(a) Idul- Juha (b) Idul- Fitra

(c) Christmas (d) Deepawali

(v) Who gets free treatment in the hospitals?

(a) Police men (b) Poor people

(c) Rich People (d) Foreigners

2. Select the living and non-living things from the following list and write separately:

House, book, peepal, Buffalos, butterfly, chair, Mongoose, fan, Kalf, cycle, Neem,

Television, Deepak, fish, Tortoise, Bell.

Living     Non-Living

________________________ ________________________
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________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________

________________________ ________________________

3. Match the following festivals with the days, on which these  are celebrated:

Holi Kartik Amavasya

Guru Parv 25th December

Dushhara 2nd October

Deepawali 26th January

Christmas Kartik Purnima

Independence Day Dashmi of Ashwin month's Shukla Pakhsha

Republic Day Poornima of Fagun month

Gandhi Jayanti 15th August

4. Some of the words are written below in the box. Select the correct word as answers and

write against the questions:

Court, Prime Minister, Post Office, Lanka, Bank, Joint family

(i) Where will you go for money order? ___________________

(ii) Where will you go for taking loan? ___________________

(iii) Where will you go for getting justice? ___________________

(iv) What is the family called where people of many generations live together?

___________________

(v) Who hoists the flag from Red Fort on 15th August? ___________________
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5. Fill in the blanks by selecting correct word:

         (i) On Buddha Poornima, Lord Buddha was .......................... (born/married)

(ii) Christmas is also called .......................... (Bada din/Guru Parv)

(iii) Government has made many ...................... in favour of women. (Suggestions/Laws)

(iv) We have to go to ..................... for making wooden things.  (Blacksmith/Carpenter)

(v) Plants also .......................... like us (breathe/walk)

6. Look at the following pictures and write in one word what they show:-

_______________________ _______________________

_______________________ _______________________

_______________________ _______________________
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5

Conservation of Environment

We will learn in this lesson

 Useful animals and their care

 Main parts of plants and uses of plants

 Food chain and food web

 How to conserve the environment

 How to conserve water

In the previous lesson you have learnt that whatever is around us is our environment. This

environment is of two types - physical and biological. Both types of environments are essential for

us. Life is impossible without them. As it is so important to us, we should try to protect it. That

means we should conserve our environment. Let's see how we can do this work.

5.1 Useful Animals and their care

When humans beings had not started agriculture, they were dependent on animal flesh for their

food. When they started agriculture, they took help of the animals. Animals like bullocks, buffalos

and camels were used to plough the fields. Even today, in villages bullocks are used for ploughing

purposes. Animals like donkey, horse, elephant, yak, camel etc. were also used to carry loads and
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for travelling purposes. They were also used to pull carts like horse cart, bullock cart, camel cart

etc.

        Camel         Bullock cart      Bullocks used for ploughing

           Donkey carrying load Yak         Horse with rider

Horses were used in the chariots of kings. Even in battles the soldiers used horses and elephants for

fighting.

It has been an old practice to domesticate milk yielding animals. Animals were equated with the

wealth of a person. People having more animals were considered to be rich in society. If we look

carefully, we will find that almost every animal around us has some utility as is shown in the table

below -

Animals Uses

Cow, buffalo, goat, camel, yak For milk, riding, dung of cow and buffalo is used for

making organic manure and also as a fuel after drying.

Urine of cow is also used as medicine in Ayurveda.

Leather of these animals is used for making many articles

like shoes, bags etc. Some are used for carrying

passengers.

Goat, Hen, chicken, pig, fish Used for their flesh or eggs.
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Sheep, yak Used for milk, wool, meat etc.

Honey bees To get honey and bees wax

Bullocks Used for ploughing in the fields.

(males of cows and buffaloes)

Dog Guards our house, entertains, provides companionship

Donkey, mule and elephant These animals are used for carrying loads.

Silk worms Used to extract silk fiber.

Earthworms Help in making organic manure from waste, make soil

fertile.

Snakes Keeps soil loose by making burrows, eats rats that

damage crops.

Butterflies, fire flies Help in pollination, look beautiful, and enliven

atmosphere.

Leather (skin), bones, hair, teeth, excreta of animals is used by human beings in one form or another.

Even spiders and other small insects are useful to human beings.

5.2 Looking after Animals

When animals are so important to us, it becomes our duty to look after them. It is wrong to hurt

them or to tease them.

Domestic animals should be kept in a clean and airy place. They should be kept neat and clean and

should be given nutritious diet. If they get sick, they should be given proper treatment. Animals like

cats and dogs should be vaccinated against 'rabies' and other infectious diseases. Government has

opened hospitals for old animals at different places. There are several 'goushalas' for cows. A number

of non-governmental organizations help such animals.

Some people earn money by making animals like lions, bears, monkeys, snakes, and mongoose

dance to their tunes in circuses or on the road sides. To train them for doing the tricks, such people

often resort to cruel practices. For the same reason, government has put a ban on showing their
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performance in the circuses. If you see anybody doing this, you should inform the police or the

forest department.

Forest department and the Animal Husbandry department are responsible for the healthcare and

protection of animals. We should get our pets like dogs and cats vaccinated against rabies from

animal hospitals. It is also wrong to keep birds in cages. Government has put a ban on buying and

selling of birds.

There are a number of animals living around us which are not pets like birds, lizards, ants, spiders

etc. It is wrong to kill them without any reason. Some people feed the birds, provide them water.

Even the wild animals if in pain are taken care of by some people.

      Mouse Squirrel Snake Deer

   Mosquito Spider Rabbit Lion

Frog Peacock Ud-Bilao

Animals are of two types - wild and pet. All animals are useful to us in one form or the other.

Therefore, we should take proper care of them.
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Let's see, what you have learnt 5.1

1. Write down the uses of following animals in front of them -

Animal Uses

Goat

Elephant

Earthworm

Honeybee

Fish

Hen

2. What should we do to take care of the domestic animals?

_____________________________________________________________________

3. How should we take care of wild animals?

_____________________________________________________________________

5.3 Parts of Plants and their uses

Plants have different shapes and sizes but in almost all of them main parts are common like roots,

stem, branches, leaves, buds, flowers etc. Let's have a look at their functions -

1. Roots - Absorb water and minerals from soil for

the plant.

2. Stem - Transports water and minerals absorbed

by the roots to different parts of the plant.

3. Branches - Bear leaves, flowers and fruits.

4. Leaves - Prepare food for the plant from water

and air in the presence of sunlight.

5. Buds - Develop into flowers.

Root
Leave

Flower

Flower

Bud Fruit Seed
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6. Flower - Look beautiful, develop into fruits

7. Fruits - Seeds develop in the fruits.

8. Seeds - Make new plants when sown in the soil.

Every part of the plant, in a way, is important but

leaves are the most important. Leaves are known

as the 'kitchen' of the plant. They make food for the

plants. In fact, all living things (animals and plants)

breathe. In this process they take in oxygen from

the air and give out carbon di-oxide into the air.

But green plants do one more thing in the presence

of sunlight. Their leaves prepare food from carbon

di-oxide of the air and water. In this process they

also release oxygen gas into the air. That means

they produce food and also make our air fit to

breathe. 'Oxygen' is essential for the life of all living

beings and men.

Other than this function, leaves of the plants also give us shade. Many animals, birds, insects etc.

live safely under the cover of leaves. Silk worms feed on the mulberry leaves. Tea is made from tea

leaves. The names and functions of some more things that we get from plants are given below -

         Things Uses/Benefits

Grains Grains are seeds of certain plants that are used

as food like wheat, maize, rice, millets, oats

etc.

Medicines We get medicines from leaves, flowers, fruits,

bark, and roots of a number of plants like tulsi,

neem, mint, eucalyptus, saffron, ginger, over

green (sadabahar) etc.

Tree
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Oils Edible oil is extracted from the seeds of

mustard, soybean, groundnut, sunflower,

coconut etc.

Pulses Pulses are seeds of some plants like moong,

masoor, gram, soyabean, urad etc.

Spices We get spices from leaves, bark, buds, flowers,

fruits and seeds of many plants like ginger,

cloves, coriander, cardamom, cinnamon,

chillies, turmeric, tej patta etc.

Fruits We get a number of fruits from the plants like

guava, pomegranate, mango, papaya, banana,

orange etc.

Vegetables Carrots, radish, potato, peas, brinjal, spinach,

tomato, onion are used as vegetables.

Wood Wood of trees like teak, pine, deodar, mango

etc. is used for making buildings and furniture.
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Jute and Cotton We get cotton from cotton plant, jute from

hemp. Fibers of coconut and flax are also used

for making things.

Animal feed Leaves and tender branches of plants are used

as green fodder for the animals. Chaff of

wheat, rice etc. are used as dry fodder.

Almost all the plants have roots, stem, branches, leaves, flowers, fruits and seeds as their main

parts. Plants are useful to all animals. Almost all useful things like fresh air, shade, grains,

medicines, oils, pulses, fruits, flowers, vegetables, wood etc. are obtained from plants.

Let's see, what you have learnt 5.2

1. Name four main parts of plants -

i. __________________ ii. __________________

iii. __________________ iv. __________________

2. Write down the uses of the following plants -

Plant  Uses

Ginger

Cotton

Deodar

Tulsi

3. Why do we say that leaves are 'the kitchen' of plants?

_____________________________________________________________________
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5.4 Food Chain and Food Web

Every living being needs energy to live. They get this energy from the food they eat. Plants get

energy from food that they make in the presence of sunlight. Some animals eat plants and get

energy from this food. Others eat the flesh of animals and get energy from that food. For example,

a bird eats grains and a cat in turn eats this bird. This forms a chain. The sequence in which one

living organism eats the other is called a food chain. We see a number of food chains around us

like-

Grass    Grasshopper    rat    snake   eagle

Algae in water    fish   man

Plants    rabbit     fox    lion

Food Chains
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When an animal dies, its flesh is eaten by scavengers like vulture, eagle, crabs, ants and other such

insects. Whatever is left is converted by the bacteria and fungi into small particles. This way,

energy (from food) keeps on getting transferred from one animal to another in a food chain. In our

environment, a number of such food chains are interconnected to form a web like structure. Such a

web of interconnected food chains is called a food web.

Food Web

Plants make their own food from simple substances like air and water and in all food chains the first

animal eats plants only. So plants and trees are very necessary. They are the starting points of

almost every food chain. That is why they are essential for life on this earth. Animals are also

dependent on one another even though they complete with one another. If one species of animals

becomes extinct, the whole food chain gets disturbed.

Let's take the example of one food chain -

Mosquitoes lay eggs in water. A frog eats larvae of mosquitoes and other insects.

In a pond, there are small insects that feed on leaves of plants. These insects are eaten by frogs.

Frogs are eaten by snakes and snakes in turn are eaten by eagles and mongoose.

Now if for any reason all the frogs vanish from the environment, what would happen to the number

of grasshoppers and the number of snakes? The number of mosquitoes and other insects will increase.

Food Chain
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These insects will harm the fields, and malaria will spread due to mosquitoes. The number of

grasshoppers will increase and they will eat up all the leaves of the plants, snakes will have to

search for other food sources like rats, small birds etc. Eagles will also face the problem of food. So

the whole food chain will get disturbed.

Similarly if all the lions and tigers get extinct, the population of grass eating animals like deer,

nilgai, zebra etc. will increase. They will destroy the fields and forests. When elephants donot get

food in the jungle, they enter into our fields and destroy them. This will lead to shortage of plants

and many food chains will get disturbed as a result.

5.5 Balance in Nature

If the number of flesh eating animals increases, they eat the maximum of vegetarians, and the

number of grass eating animals decreases. In that case, the flesh eating animals face the shortage of

food. This leads to their starvation and death. So, it maintains balance between grass eating animals

and flesh eating animals. They both are necessary to keep others limited and have  a balance in their

numbers. Similarly there is a balance in between plants and plant eating animals. Less number of

plants lead to shortage of food for the plant eating animals. Due to non-availability of food, the

number of vegetarian animals also decreased.

With growing population, needs of people are increasing but the earth is not increasing. We need to

grow more crops to feed the growing population. This needs increasing production with the use of

fertilizers and pesticides. All these chemicals pollute the soil, water and air. They kill many useful

worms and other living organisms. A number of food chains get disturbed and this disturbance in

the environment destabilizes the balance in nature. This problem needs to be solved and we should

try our best to maintain a balance in nature.

Plants make their own food. Some animals depend on plants for their food. Whereas some

other animals eat the flesh of plant eating animals. This forms a food chain. The environment

has a number of food chains that are interconnected and form a food web. Missing of a single

link in the food chain can disturb the whole food chain and affect other animals.

Let's see, what you have learnt 5.3

1. Which living organisms make their own food?

_____________________________________________________________________
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2. What do the following animals eat?

Squirrel, rat, rabbit, snake, deer, spider, lion

Animal Food

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

_______________ _______________________________________

3. Put the animals in the right order to complete the food chain -

Insects, frog, snake, eagle, plant leaves, kite, mangoose

_____________________________________________________________________

5.6 Conservation of Environment

In our environment we have air, water, green

plants and animals around us. This is our

environment. We are used to living in our

environment. Any change in the environment

around us which is not favourable to us troubles

us. There are some changes that are not suitable

to life, and they pollute our environment. The

pollution of atmosphere is called 'Environmental

Pollution.

For example, dirty water from factories pollutes

water in the rivers. Chemical fertilizers and
Waste water polluting the river
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Factories releasing smoke in the air

Dense forestsMan planting trees

pesticides used in agriculture pollute the soil. Smoke

from factories and vehicles pollute the air.

A number of diseases occur as a result of pollution of

air, water and soil. Even plants are affected by the

pollution of the environment.

Conservation of environment is very essential. We

should protect our air, water, soil and forests in order

to conserve environment. We also have to see that

the balance between natural things and living beings

is maintained.

Soil Conservation

Our soil took crores of years to make. Its upper crust is very fertile. It needs to be protected for

growing healthy plants. It is protected by grasses and forests.

Cutting down of forest trees and overgrazing of grasslands is harmful for the fertile layer of soil. It

gets eroded by fast moving winds and water. So we have to keep it covered by growing plants on it.

5.7 Conservation of Forests

Plants and forests are very important for us. They clean our air and keep our surroundings cool.

There is no life without plants. We get oxygen from plants which is necessary for life. We also get

animal feed, fuel, wood, medicines, honey, lac, wax, gum, rubber, cotton, fruits, flowers etc. from

plants and trees. Roots of plants spread to form network under the soil and do not allow it to erode.

Rainwater is absorbed by the fallen leaves and it slowly seeps into the soil. Trees help the rainwater

to move slowly and prevent floods. The slow moving water is available for a long time and so

droughts are also prevented by trees. Trees also hold water in the farms. A number of tribals live in
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the forests. They take care to protect the forests and forest animals. Cutting of tree and forests is an

offence and has been legally banned in our country.

There are some practices that we can follow to save our environment -

 Grow as many trees as possible around your house and farmlands.

 Keep your surroundings clean. Don't litter.

 Use garbage, rotten leaves, and other such things to make compost.

 Try to reduce the use of chemicals in the farms. Promote organic

farming.

 Protect forests and forest animals.

 Our environment gets polluted when

we litter it with plastic bags. These

plastic bags are eaten by cows and

other animals. Many of them die

because of this.

 If you see anybody polluting the

environment, inform the authorities.

5.8 Conservation of Water

There is no life without water. Water is necessary for good production of crops. Water keeps our

environment cool and humid. Flowing water is a source for energy and is used for transport. We get

most of the water from rains. Some amount of rainwater seeps into the soil and adds to the ground

water. Rest of it flows into the rivers. These rivers finally pour water into the seas.

Sea water is saline. It is unfit for drinking as well as for agriculture. We need clean water for

drinking purposes. We should also save water for the crops.

You must have seen wells, baolis, stepwells made in olden times. These were used to collect rainwater.

Since water is essential for all people, whether rich or poor, all contributed to make such structures.

The land near the lakes, baolis etc. remained wet and fertile.

Government and some other agencies work to save water and to keep it clean. They build dams

over rivers, construct canals, clean lakes and rivers. But we should start saving water right from our

homes. We should follow the practices like-

 Don't waste water. Plants can be watered with used and dirty water (without soap).

 Make arrangements for holding water in the farms.

Organic manure

Man planting a tree
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People polluting the pond

Using waste water Cleaning the pond

 Don't put garbage in the water bodies like rivers,

lakes and ponds. Clean water tanks, ponds, lakes,

rivers etc.

 Make arrangements to harvest rainwater.

Government and non-government organizations

help in water harvesting.

 We can make arrangements for collecting

rainwater in our homes. For this rainwater is

collected on the roofs. From there it is sent to an

underground tank through water pipes. A mesh

is fitted at the mouth of the pipe so that dirt is

not able to go to the tank. Water, collected in this way, is used for various purposes.

 Teach children how to save water and keep it clean.

Let's see, what you have learnt 5.4

1. What do we mean by 'Environment'?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2. What do you call a change which pollutes environment?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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3. How can we protect the upper fertile layer of soil?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

4. Match the causes of pollution with the things getting polluted -

Smoke from factories Water

Liquid waste from industries Soil

Chemical fertilizers Air

5. Where do we get oxygen from?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's Revise

 Humans use animals for help in agriculture

 Animals have been domesticated since ages.

 Animal husbandry department is for healthcare and protection of domestic animals.

 Every part of plant is useful.

 Living things are interdependent on one another for food. The sequence in which one

eats the other forms a chain is called food chain.

 Plants make their own food from sunlight, air and water.

 Pollution in the environment causes a number of diseases.

 It is necessary to save water for crops.

Exercise

1. Write down the names of three useful animals.

i. ____________________
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ii. ____________________

iii. ____________________

2. Name two animals that need to be given rabies vaccination.

_____________________________________________________________________

3. Mark the following statements as right () or wrong () -

i. It's good to see the spectacle (tamasha) of monkeys, bears and snakes. (    )

ii. It is wrong to put birds in cages. (    )

iii. We can do cruelty on wild animals. (    )

iv. We get wax from honey comb. (    )

4. Why leaves are called 'kitchen' of the tree?

_____________________________________________________________________

5. Which gas is essential for life?

_____________________________________________________________________

6. Fill in the blanks -

i. ............................. is formed from flowers.

ii. Seeds form new .............................

iii. Roots absorb ............................. from soil.

iv. Fruits have .............................

7. What are the benefits of growing more trees?

_____________________________________________________________________

8. Write down four things that we get from trees.

_____________________________________________________________________

9. Write down two ideas to save water.

_____________________________________________________________________
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Let’s do and learn

i. With the help of other villagers make your village pond deeper. Collect rainwater in it.

Arrange for its cleanliness.

ii. Prepare compost from the garbage generated at your place.
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ANSWERS

5.1

1. Animal                       Uses

Goat For milk and meat

Elephant Carries heavy load

Earthworm Makes soil fertile

Honeybee For Honey, beeswax

Fish For meat

Hen For eggs and meat

2. They should be kept at a clean place. We should give them nutritious diet. They should be

given treatment in case they fall ill.

3. They should not be killed without any reason. We should not show cruelty towards them.

5.2

1. Seed, Roots, Stem, leaves

2. Plants                    Uses

Ginger Spice and medicine

Cotton Cloth

Deodar Wood for furniture and house building

Tulsi Medicine

3 Leaves are called kitchens of the trees because they produce food for the plant from air and

water in the presence of sunlight.

5.3

1. Plants and trees

2. Squirrel - Grains, fruits

Rat - Insects and food that humans eat

Rabbit - Grass, carrots etc.

Snake - Rats, frogs etc.
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Deer - Grass

Spider - small insects like flies, mosquitoes, ants

Lion - Flesh of other animals

3. Plant leaves   Insects  Frog   Snake   Mongoose  Kite

5.4

1. Air, water, soil, green plants and animals around us make our environment.

2. Unfavourable change in our environment that contaminates our surroundings is called

'Environmental pollution'.

3. Upper fertile layer of soil can be protected by growing plants, grass, crops and jungle on it.

4. Smoke from factories Air

(Liquid) waste from industries Water

Chemical fertilizers Soil

5. From trees
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6

Sun-Moon-Stars, Day-Night and Seasons

We will learn in this lesson

 About Sun, Moon and Stars

 Difference between Stars and Planets

 Relationship between Sun and Planets

 About Day and Night

 About changes in the Seasons

The role of the Sun, the Moon and the Stars is very

important in the life of human beings. No human

life is possible without them. In ancient times, people

used to think about these in different ways. It was

believed that the Earth was static and the Sun moved.

It rises in the morning and sets in the evening. Later

it was known that the Earth revolved round the Sun.

While revolving it also rotates on its axis. The Sun

remains static at one place. Due to the revolution of

the Earth around the Sun, Day and Night occur.  Like

the Earth, the moon also revolves but it revolves Our Solar System
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around the Earth. Thus, the relationship among the Sun, the Moon, the Earth and the Stars has

created nature and human life. Civilisation and culture evolved and developed from these only. Let

us learn more about these in this lesson.

6.1 Our Solar System

When the teacher entered the class, he had a globe

in his hands. The students started observing it very

attentively.

The teacher asked- "Children, do you know what is

in my hand?

"Yes Teacher, it is a globe. We have seen it on the

Head Master's table many times." The children

answered together.

"Do you know why have I brought it in the class

today? The teacher asked.

"Today you will teach the lesson of Geography, so you have brought it" Sarika responded

immediately.

"Absolutely correct. Today I will teach you about the Solar System which includes the Earth, the

Sun, the Moon and the Stars." The teacher informed the students.

"What is this Solar System Sir? Raju asked.

"Oh! I just told you. Well, you all must have seen the Sun, the Moon, the Earth and the Stars". The

teacher asked.

"I see a lot of stars daily at night before going off to sleep at my terrace." Mahesh answered.

"Teacher, I try to find my grandfather and grandmother among them every day. But I don't find

them. My mother says that my grandfather and grandmother both have become stars and always

see us". Suresh said sadly.

"My mother also says that my grandmother has become a star after her death. Does everyone

become a star after death, Sir?" Sarika asked.

"Oh! No, not at all. People make different stories about the Earth, the Moon and the Stars without

any reason."The teacher tried to explain.

"Do we have any relation with the Moon? My mother used to feed me milk by showing the Moon

in the sky - Chanda Mama and used to sing lullabies too. Mother used to say that if I would not

drink full glass milk, Chanda Mama will be angry." Naresh said.

Classroom
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"Okay, today I will tell you the truth about all these. Then you will tell on your own, what is our

relationship with them? Yes, there is a relationship. I also say this." The teacher told while quietening

them." The teacher then again said "Do you all have seen the Sun, the Moon and the stars?"

"Yes Sir. We see them every day." The children replied.

"Then you would have also heard about Planets, Satellites and Stars." The teacher asked.

"Yes Sir, but we don't know what these are." Two- three students replied together.

"All of these together are called Solar System. Today I will teach you about these."

The teacher raised the globe and while showing it to

all said "Our earth is round like this and revolves on

its inclined axis." After saying this, the teacher turned

the globe through his hand.

"Teacher, the Earth stays on the horns of a cow, then

how would it be revolving on them?" Asked Mahesh.

He again asked "I have heard that when the cow

changes the horns then earthquake occurs."

"Oh! Not on the horns of the cow, Earth stays on the

hood of Sheshnag (Cobra)."Naresh objected.

"My mother says that a tortoise has raised it on his

back. Therefore, his back has become so hard." Rajesh

expressed his view.

"Keep quiet, all of you. It is nothing like that. Don't

talk like fools These are all superstitions and stories made by the people. Earth is a member of our

Solar System. I will now tell you about this. Then you will all know how the earth stays and

rotates." The teacher said.

"Sir, what is the relation between the Sun and the Earth?" Sarika wanted to know.

"You know that we all live on the Earth. Till now there is no evidence of life on any other planet. It

is believed that the Earth has been formed by breaking apart from the Sun. And that the Earth was

the daughter of the Sun. In our folk tales, the Moon has been called our Mama (uncle). Another

planet Saturn is believed to be the son of Sun. Thus, they are all relatives among themselves." The

teacher said with a smile.

"Sir, you are now definitely joking." Raju said.

Okay, now I will discuss it as per geographical point of view. The Sun is a big ball of fire and gases.

It shines continuously through its own light. Therefore, it is believed to be a Star." The teacher said.

"Why a Star Sir? The Sun is Sun not the Star." Sarika objected.

Globe
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"The one, who shines through its own light,

is called a Star. The one who receives its

light from a Star is called a planet.

Therefore, our Earth is a planet because it

receives light from the Sun. As I informed

earlier it is round, it rotates on its inclined

axis from east to west. Along with the

rotation on its axis, it also revolves around

the Sun. This revolution of the earth is

completed in 365 days,"

"Does only Earth revolve around the Sun, Sir?" Raju asked.

"No. There are seven more Planets- Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune,

which revolve around the Sun. Earlier, Yam (now known as Pluto) was also believed as a planet.

Now some scientists do not believe it be a planet. All of these planets  receive their light from Sun.

The bodies that revolve around these planets are called Satellites. We can say that these are the

members of the Sun family. Together, these are called Solar System." The teacher explained in

detail by drawing the pictures of planets on the blackboard.

"Okay, those who revolve around Sun, receive light from it, they are the planets and those who

revolve around the planets are the satellites." Said Raju.

"You understood it very well"

"Do the satellites revolve around the Earth also?" Asked Sarika.

"Only one satellite revolves around the Earth. That is called the Moon. There are many satellites

that revolve around other planets also. Like Mars has two, Neptune has eight, Uranus has 23,

Saturn has 18 and Jupiter has 17 satellites" explained the teacher.

"As the Moon revolves around the Earth, it also seems to rise and set at times. But Sir, why do we

Earth

Sun

Moon

Planets

Mercury Venus
Mars

Jupiter

Neptune

Earth

Saturn

Sun

Uranus

Sun, Earth and Moon
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see the change in its shape? Sometimes it looks like a round plate and sometimes like a half circle.

It continuously increases and decreases also in size." Sarika asked.

"Yes, it decreases and increases in size. While decreasing in size, one night it finally disappears.

That night remains dark and is the night of "Amavasya".When it shines fully in the sky that night is

the full Moon night and is called Poornima. It takes fifteen days of journey from Amavasya to

Poornima. The decreasing and increasing shape and size of Moon is called "The phases of Moon."

There are two phases of 15 days called dark and shiny phases called Krishna Paksha and Shukla

Paksha. The Indian astronomy dates are based on these only."

"You would have also seen many stars twinkling in the sky. Out of these, there are many stars that

are bigger in size than the Sun." Said the teacher extending the lesson.

"Then why do these look so small Sir?" Mahesh asked.

"Because these are very far away from our Earth as compared to the Sun. You know that the objects

appear small from far away. The group of these stars is called Constellation."

"Then there would be many groups of these stars," Asked Mahesh.

"Like there is a group of seven stars with a star named Pole Star (Dhruv). My father had once told

me that these are Sapt Rishis. Do the Rishis also become stars Sir?" Sarika asked.

"I just told you that these are all stories.

Yes, it is true that the polestar is at a static

position in the north direction and the

group of seven stars near it is named as

Ursa Major (Sapt Rishi). But it is incorrect

to say that those would have been Sapt

Rishis in reality" explained the teacher.

"Sir, sometimes we see a milky white path

in the sky made up of stars. What is that?"

asked Mahesh.

"That is called Milky Way (Akash Ganga).

Sometimes Comets are also seen in the sky." The teacher explained and then said "All of our

Planets, Satellites, Constellations and Stars etc. move in the space or sky. Space or sky means

which has no end. Thus, you now know that all the planets along with the Earth move continuously

in the sky, therefore these cannot stay sit or stand on any object."

 The Sun, the Earth, the Moon etc. all together form the Solar System.

 The Sun is a star in the Solar System. It shines through its own light. The Earth in the Solar

System receives light from the Sun. Therefore, the Earth is called a Planet.

Sapt Rishis

Pole Star

Sapt Rishis and Pole Star
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 Like Earth, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Venus and Neptune are also Planets.

These also revolve around the Sun like the Earth.

 The Moon is the satellite of the Earth. It revolves around the Earth.

 Like the Moon other planets have satellites that revolve around them.

Let's see, what you have learnt 6.1

1. What are the names of Planets of Solar System?

_____________________________________________________________________

2. What is the difference between Stars and Planets?

_____________________________________________________________________

3. Around which does the Earth revolve?

_____________________________________________________________________

4. Where do the satellites receive their light from?

_____________________________________________________________________

6.2 How do Day and Night Occur?

"Teacher, you just told us that the Sun is a star then why does it not appear at night? The stars

twinkle at night only." Asked Raju.

"You know that we live on the Earth. The Sun rises in the east and sets in the west." Said the

teacher.

"Who does not know it! I also know it". Responded Raju.

"Now you must know the truth that the sun neither goes anywhere nor comes from somewhere. It

does not rise or set. It stays at one place and shines continuously. This shine spreads light everywhere."

The teacher shared the information.

"But we see the Sun rise and set every day." Raju objected.

"Well, I had also told you that the Earth is round like this globe. It also revolves around the Sun

while rotating on its inclined axis." The teacher reminded.
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"What happens due to this, Sir?" Raju asked.

"Due to this the Sun seems to rise and set. Day and Night also occur due to this. I informed you that

the Sun stays fixed at one place and shines continuously. The part of the Earth that comes in front

of Sun is filled with light. On that part of Earth where the Sun light reaches, the Sun rises there."

The teacher then put the globe in front of a lighted

bulb and said "See, the part of globe which is in

front of the bulb is shining with light, while on

other side of the globe there seems to be a shadow

of the bulb. Thus, the light does not reach the

other side of the globe."

"Does this mean that the other side that remains

hidden doesn't get light? It means it is night there."

Raju asked.

"Absolutely Correct. The earth completes one

revolution in 24 hours while rotating on its axis.

Due to this process day and night occur. It means

that the part of Earth which comes in front of the Sun, the day occurs there. Similarly, the night

occurs on the other side. Thus, the day and night occur for 12 hours each. There are seven days in

one week. The days of a week are named as per the names of the planets.

"Sir, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn are the names of the planets, but what is the basis of

naming Sunday and Monday? Asked Raju again.

"Don't you know that Sun is also known as Ravi? On its name, Sunday is also called as Ravi Vaar.

One of the names of Moon is Som; therefore one of the days is named as Som Vaar (Monday).

"Then what happens from the revolution of the Earth?

6.3 How do Seasons Occur?

"Because of the revolution of Earth around the Sun, day and night occur, and the seasons occur by

completion of one revolution."

How does that happen, Sir?

"The earth completes one revolution in 365 days. There are seven days in a week, thirty days in a

month and 365 days in one year."

"But, you were talking about seasons, Sir?"Asked Mahesh immediately.

"Yes, during this revolution the distance between the Sun and the Earth keeps changing. Summer

The Globe
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season occurs on that part (due to the heat

of the Sun) of the earth which is nearest

to the Sun. It happens because of the heat

from the Sun. That part which is far away

remains cold. Due to the rotation of the

Earth season-cycle occurs."

"In this way there should be only two

seasons." Raju expressed his doubt.

"The distance between Sun and Earth

increases and decreases from each other.

Because of this there is a difference in

the temperature of the Earth. Due to the

combination of these two, four more

seasons occur.  These are called:

Monsoon, autumn, spring and fall." The

teacher explained.

"We did not know about this! Thank you, Sir." As the bell rang, all the students left their class.

 The Earth rotates on its axis. Due to this, day and night occur.

 Movement of Earth around the Sun is called revolution.

 Due to the difference in the distance between Sun and the Earth from each other the

seasons occur.

Let's see, what you have learnt 6.2

1. When, there is day in one part of the Earth, why is there night in its other part?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

2. How many seasons are there in our country?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Change in Seasons
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3. How much time does the Earth take in completing its one revolution around the Sun?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

4. How do day and night occur?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

5. How do seasons occur?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's Revise

 Sun along with its eight planets form our Solar System.

 The bodies that shine through their own energy are called Stars

 The bodies that receive light from the Star are called Planets.

 The bodies that revolve around the planets are called satellites.

 The movement of Earth around the Sun is called revolution.

 The Earth takes 24 hours in rotating on its axis.

 The Earth completes one revolution around Sun in 365 days.

 Due to the rotation and revolution of Earth day- night and seasons occur respectively.

Practice

1. Answer the following questions:

(i) What is Solar system?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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(ii)     What is the Milky Way?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(iii) From where do the planets and satellites receive their light?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(iv) What is a star?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(v) How many planets are there? Name them.

I. _______________ II. _______________

III. _______________ IV. _______________

IV. _______________ V. _______________

VI. _______________ VIII. _______________

(vi) What is a satellite?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. Fill in the blanks:

(i) The Earth completes one rotation on its axis in .........................

(ii) The Earth completes its revolution in .........................

(iii) The Moon is the satellite of .........................

(iv) The Sun is a big ball of ......................... and .........................

(v) All the planets revolve around the .........................
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3. Mark right () and wrong () against the following:

 The Moon shines with its own light. (    )

 The Earth revolves around the Sun. (    )

 The body that revolves around the Sun is called the satellite. (    )

 Day occurs on that part of Earth which faces the Sun. (    )

 Due to the revolution of Earth around the Sun, the seasons occur. (    )

 The part of the Earth which is near the Sun remains hot. (    )

 There are four seasons in a year. (    )

Let’s do and learn

1. See, when the days and nights are equal.

2. When does the longest day and the longest night occur?

3. When does the smallest day and the smallest night occur?

4. See the Ursa Major, Milky Way or Comet, Pole Star at night .From where do these rise

and at what time?

ANSWERS

6.1

(i) Earth, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

(ii) The one that shines with its own light is called a Star. The one that receives its light from a star

is called a planet.

(iii) From the Sun

(iv) From the Sun

6.2

(i) The light from the Sun does not reach the other side of the Earth; therefore, night occurs

there.
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(ii) There are six seasons in our country.

(iii) 365 days

(iv) Day and night occur due to the rotation of the Earth on its axis.

(v) The seasons occur due to the revolution of the Earth around the Sun.
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7

Our Basic Needs

We will learn in this lesson

 What are our basic needs?

 Why Air, water, food, clothing and shelter (house) are necessary for our life?

 Which things should be taken care of while fulfilling our basic needs?

 Which care is to be taken byus about air, water, food, clothing and shelter (house)?

Certain things are very essential for our life. Without these we can't survive. These are - air, water

and food. In addition to these there are a few more things which are also necessary for our survival.

These are - clothing and shelter(house).

We need air to breathe. Without breathing, we can't live for long. Similarly, water is also necessary

for our life. Nearly two third of our body is water.  Our body gets energy from food. This energy

provides us the strength to work.

We cover our body with clothes. Moreover, they protect us from heat and cold. Similarly, shelter

(house) protects us from heat, cold, cyclones, dust storms, etc.
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7.1 Air

Imagine, what will happen if we can't breathe. It will be the end of our life. It is said that life ends

when the cycle of breathing ends. We need air to breathe. Now, let us find out what is so special in

the air that is essential for our survival. Air contains Oxygen. Oxygen is vital for life. We may call

this gas 'pran vayu', "vital for life".

When we breathe, air enters into our body

through nostrils. This air gets filled in our

lungs. The blood in our body absorbs the

oxygen from this air. Blood circulates

throughout our body. Oxygen and nutritious

components of food get mixed with the blood

and blood takes it to every part of our body.

These very things provide energy to our

body.

Blood returns to the lungs after completing

the circulation in the whole body,. While

coming back to lungs, it brings Carbon

dioxide gas. While breathing, we exhale this Carbon dioxide gas out of our body.

We cannot survive without air. To breathe clean air We must take certain precautions to keep it

clean. Our house should be well ventilated. We must not sleep in air tight (fully closed) rooms. We

must prevent air from getting polluted and plant more and more trees.

7.2 Water

Human body is two third water. We can't survive without water for more than four or five days.

Most part of our blood is made up of

water. Due to this blood easily moves

in body. In addition to this it performs

another important function. It excretes

waste products out of body in form of

urine and sweat.

Water is essential for drinking. But we

need water for other things also. We

need water for bathing, washing

clothes, irrigation, cleaning of house Watering of plants

Carbon dioxide

Use of Oxygen and Carbon dioxide
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Animals and birds drinking water

Water used for irrigation

etc. The electricity which we use in our

homes is also mostly produced by water.

Besides us, water is also essential for

animals and plants as well. There is a

saying, "In the absence of water, everything

seems meaningless".

We must drink at least 8 to 10 glasses of

water daily. Shortage of water in the body

may create many types of problems. One

thing more we must take care to keep water clean.

We should avoid creating filth around water sources.

It may pollute water. Potable (drinking) water should

be stored in covered utensils at homes. We must

stop wastage of water. Moreover, we should avoid

water getting accumulated near our homes.

Mosquitoes breed in such stagnant water and there

is danger of spread of diseases.

7.3 Food

Food is also very essential for our life. If we skip a meal, we get restless. It is said you cannot

worship God on empty stomach. Without eating food, we can't survive for a long time.

Since morning to evening we do a variety of work - mental as well as physical. We exhaust energy

while working. This energy we get from food. The food we eat provides energy to our body. This

energy provides strength to work.

Food giving energy to work
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To keep our body healthy, it is essential that we eat healthy and balanced diet and take care to cook

food hygienically. Wash vegetables well before cutting. Avoid eating stale and rotten food.

We are able to breathe due to air only. We get oxygen from air. Oxygen enters our body with

air. We can’t survive without air.

Two third of our body is water. We must drink clean water. We must save water from getting

polluted. Many diseases spread due to polluted water.

Food provides us energy for work. This energy gives strength to work.

Let's see, what you have learnt 7.1

(i) Which gas is known as 'pran vayu' "Vital for Life"?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) What proportion of our body is water?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) What care must be taken while cooking?

_____________________________________________________________________

Survival of life is impossible without air, water and food. But there are certain other basic needs,

which are although not vital for life, yet are very necessary. These are - clothing and shelter.

7.4 Clothing

We need clothes to cover our body. Clothes protect us from cold,

heat and wind. Clothes also provide grace and beauty to our body.

Otherwise also while living in society clothing is required for modesty

and privacy.

Cotton clothes are best suited for summer. Air can easily pass through

cotton clothes. Due to this it feels cooler.

We wear woollen clothes in winter. They protect us from cold. Do

you know, how? Air gets trapped in between fibres of woollen clothes.

This stops heat escaping from our body and keeps our body warm.
Warm clothes of winter
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People wearing cotton clothes

in summer

People wear silken clothes also. Women especially like to wear silk

sarees.

Now a days polyester dresses are mostly worn and are very popular.

Polyester clothes don't get crushed easily. Moreover, their colours are

fast and don't fade in sunlight.

Whatever clothes are worn, their main functions are - to cover body

and provide protection from cold and heat. But always washed and

clean clothes should be worn. Dirty clothes, if worn for a long time,

may cause skin diseases.

7.5 Shelter (house)

Initially human beings used to live in caves. Later

on, they started living on 'Platforms' (machans)

built on trees. With the progress of civilization,

human beings started building houses to live in.

Houses save us from rain, heat, cold, storms,

cyclones and snow. They also save us from wild

animals, etc.

Different types of houses are built according to

need and requirement. In regions having regular

snowfall, low ceiling houses are built. Doors are

also small in such houses. They save from cold

winds. Roofs of such houses are also slopey or round. Due to this snow, does not get deposited on

roofs.

Multi-storey buildings are constructed in big and

metropolitan cities. Many families live together

in such buildings. In earthquake- prone areas,

earthquake proof houses are constructed. These

houses can with stand tremors and don't collapse

easily.

A house may be big or small, but it must be

airy. It must have proper drainage system.

Kitchen should be well ventilated. Smoke

should not be trapped in the kitchen. Smoke is

harmful for eyes. It may cause many other
Different kinds of houses

House in snowy area
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diseases also. Moreover, cleanliness of house is also very important. Many diseases breed in dirt

and filth. But, keep in mind that garbage must be disposed of at a proper place. Don't throw it off in

neighbour's courtyard or in lanes and streets, etc.

Main functions of clothes are to cover body and protect us from cold and heat.

A good house must be airy. It must have proper drainage facility. The kitchen must be well

ventilated.

Let's see, what you have learnt 7.2

(i) What are main functions of clothes?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) What are benefits of polyester clothes?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) What are main features of a good house?

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's Revise

 Air, water, food, clothing and shelter (house) are our basic needs.

 We can't survive without air, water and food.

 Air is essential for our life.

 Air contains oxygen. Oxygen is vital for life.

 Oxygen and nutritious components of food combine to provide energy to our body. This

energy gives us strength to work.

 While breathing we exhale Carbon dioxide gas out of body.

 Our body is about two-thirds water only.

 Most part of our blood is water.

 Blood circulates throughout the body.
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 Blood carries Oxygen and nutritious components of food to every organ of the body.

 Water helps in excretion of waste products from body in form of urine and sweat.

 Food provides energy to our body.

 We should eat balanced and nutritious diet.

 Clothes and house protect us from cold, winds and severe heat.

Exercise

1. Answer the following questions

(i) What do you understand by "Basic Needs"?

________________________________________________________________

(ii) Why is air necessary for us?

________________________________________________________________

(iii) How warm clothes protect us from cold?

________________________________________________________________

2. Fill in the blank

(i) We exhale ……………. out of our body while breathing.

(ii) Oxygen is also known as …………………

(iii) Nearly ………………… of our body consists of water.

3. Fill in the blank with right word to complete the sentences:

(i) We can't survive without ………………… (air/house).

(ii) Blood carries ………………… of food to every organ of body. (waste components

/nutritious components).

(iii) Waste products are excreted out of body in form of …………. and sweat. (blood/

urine)
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4. Right or wrong

(i) Oxygen mixed with blood reaches every part of body. (    )

(ii) We may survive without air. (    )

(iii) Food does not provide energy. (    )

(iv) Air can easily pass through cotton cloth. (    )

ANSWERS

7.1

(i) Oxygen

(ii) Two third

(iii) Cook food hygienically. Wash vegetables well before cutting.

7.2

(i) Cover body and protect it from cold and heat.

(ii) Don't get crushed easily. Their colours are fast and don't fade in sunlight.

(iii) A  house should be airy. It should have good drainage facility. Kitchen should be well ventilated

so that smoke doesn't accumulate.
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8

Food

We will learn in this lesson

 Why should we have food?

 Main components of food and their functions.

 What is balanced food?

 What precautions related to food should be followed?

You have read about the basic needs of human beings in the last chapter. Out of these, air, water and

food are such needs without which we cannot survive. In fact these are the needs of all living

beings. In this chapter we will find out how food helps our body? What type of food should we eat?

and what would happen if we don't take a balanced food?

8.1 Why is Food necessary for us?

We all know that food is essential for us to live. Let's see what exactly it does in our body -

1. Food gives us energy

Have you fasted for a day or due to any reason could not eat food for the whole day? How did

you feel? What do we get from food?
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Nutritious diet for energy

A child drinking milk for growth

and energy

Our body works all the time. Whether we

are walking, running, studying, watching

television, or sleeping, our heart, lungs and

other organs keep on working all the time.

You know that work requires energy, so all

these organs require continuous supply of

energy. We get energy from food.

Food is for the body just like petrol or diesel

for vehicles. Food is burnt in the body with

the help of oxygen that we take during

breathing. As a result energy is produced.

2. Food is necessary for growth and repair of the body

Food makes our body grow. Children grow faster and

therefore they need more nutritious food. As we grow up,

the growth of the body slows down.

In adults, food is required for the repair of  body tissues which

get damaged due to wear and tear or accidents.

3. Food is necessary for prevention of diseases

There are a number of nutritious elements in food that help

us by providing strength to fight a number of diseases. A

food deficient in such nutritious elements causes diseases

like anaemia, goiter, marasmus, scurvy etc. So we need food complete in all types of nutrients.

8.2 Components of Food

Our food contains five components -

1. Carbohydrates

2. Fats

3. Proteins

4. Minerals

5. Vitamins
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Let's see, what we have learnt 8.1

1. Why is it necessary for us to take food?

_____________________________________________________________________

2. What are the five components of food?

1. _______________ 2. _________________

3. _______________ 4. _________________

5. _______________

3. Match Column A with Column B

Column A Column B

a. Carbohydrates  and fats i. Protect the body from diseases and make it

strong.

b. Proteins ii. Help the body to grow and repair the injuries.

c. Minerals and vitamins iii. Give energy to the body.

8.3 Sources and functions of main components of food

S. No. Component of food Sources and functions

1. Carbohydrates Grains (Wheat, barley, oats,

maize, rice), potato, sweet

potato, sugar, jaggery (gur),

honey etc. In our body

carbohydrates break down to

glucose. Glucose is used to

produce energy.

2. Fats Milk, butter, ghee, oils, and

oilseeds like groundnut,

mustard, sunflower, coconut
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etc. Fats give energy to the body. Extra fats get stored in the

body under the skin and help the body stay warm.

3. Proteins Milk, cheese, pulses,

soybean, green pea,

eggs, chicken, fish,

meat etc. Proteins help

the body to  grow.

They also help in the repair of the body.

4. Minerals Salt, iodine (iodised salt), milk, curd, fish, eggs, fruits, green

vegetables, chaff of the

grains etc. Minerals are

required in small

quantities but they are

essential to keep our

body working and also protect us from diseases.

5. Vitamins Milk, curd, cheese, ghee, fish oil, citrus fruits (lemon, orange

etc.), yellow & red fruits and vegetables (papaya, mango,

tomato,  beetroot),

green leafy vegetables,

sunlight etc. Vitamins

are essential for our

body to function

properly. They protect

us from diseases.

Nutrition and their sources

For a healthy body it is necessary that all these five components are available in right quantities.

The food which contains all the five components in right quantities is called the 'Balanced Food'.

That means food having grains, pulses, vegetables, seasonal fruits and ghee or oil. Milk is considered

to be a balanced food for children but it lacks iron and vitamin C.

When small children do not get sufficient food to eat, they become very thin and pale. Their muscles

don't grow. This condition is called 'marasmus'.
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A child suffering from marasmus Iron rich food to prevent anaemia

Some people eat fast food like burger, noodles etc. just for their taste or to eat in a haste. Such food

items are deficient in nutrients and not good for our health. Therefore we should avoid fast food as

far as possible.

Most of the ladies suffer from a disease called 'anaemia'. This happens when the body is deficient in

iron or vitamin B. To prevent anaemia one should eat lot of green vegetables like spinach, turnip,

carrots, jaggery, black grams, egg, liver etc.

For strong bones, body needs calcium and vitamin D. For this one should have milk, cheese, egg,

fish, fish oil, green vegetables like spinach, and also sit in the Sun for some time.

Food rich in vitamin A                                        Food rich in vitamin D

For healthy eyes one should eat food rich in vitamin A. We get vitamin A in carrots, mango, papaya,

cabbage, milk, fish oil etc. Chaff of grains also contains plenty of vitamin A.

If your gums bleed that shows that your body is deficient in vitamin C. It also increases body's

power to fight with diseases. Vitamin C is available in gooseberry (amla), lemon, orange, guava,

tomato, green chilly etc.

While buying salt ensure that it is iodized. Deficiency of iodine causes a disease called 'goiter' in

which neck bulges out. Using iodized salt in food prevents us from iodine deficiency.
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Let's see, what you have learnt 8.2

1. What is a balanced diet?

_____________________________________________________________________

2. Which disease occurs in small children due to acute deficiency of proteins?

_____________________________________________________________________

3. Deficiency of which substance causes anaemia?

_____________________________________________________________________

4. What should we eat if our gums are bleeding?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

5. Match food items in column A with the food components present in them given in

column B.

Column A Column B

i. Grains Proteins

ii. Pulses, cheese and eggs Fats

iii. Butter, Ghee, Oil Vitamins

iv. Iodized salt, Spinach, Turnip Carbohydrates

v. Carrot, mango, gooseberry (amla) Minerals

Our body gets energy from food. Food is also required for growth and repair of the body. Food

is also needed for protection against diseases.

Food has five main components. These are carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals and vitamins.

For healthy body it is necessary that the food should contain all the five components in right

quantity. Such a food is called 'Balanced Food'.
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8.4 Drinking water: An important component of food

Two third of our body is made up of water. Inside our body all substances go from one organ to

another in a dissolved form. Food is also digested in dissolved form.

In case of vomits and diarrhoea, body loses water. If the water loss is too much, it can cause death

of the person. That's why in case of vomits and diarrhoea, doctors advise patients to keep drinking

water, lemonade, O.R.S., or solution of salt and sugar. Vegetable soup, juices and water of boiled

pulses is also helpful in such a condition.

8.5 Sources of drinking water and arrangement for clean water

We get drinking water from river, pond, well, hand pump etc. Before drinking we should see that it

is clean and safe to drink. Drinking dirty water can cause a number of diseases like jaundice,

typhoid, cholera, diarrhoea etc. Therefore, it should be ensured that drinking water is clean and

kept well covered.

How to clean water

If water is dirty, it can be made drinkable by following methods -

1. With Alum

If there are fine soil particles in water, tie a piece of alum with

a thread and put it in water for about a minute. The fine soil

particles will stick together and become heavy. They will settle

down. Now filter this water with the help of a clean cloth.

2. With home made filter

Home made filter has three

pots put one over the other.

The upper two pots have

holes at their base. Third pot

has a tap on the side. The uppermost pot has gravel filled in

it. The middle one has sand and the last one has charcoal.

Pour water filtered with a fine cloth in uppermost pot. It

will filter down the gravel, sand and charcoal. Collect clean

water from the tap of the last pot.

Alum

Home made filter
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Chlorine tablets

Modern water filters

3. With chlorine tablets

Chlorine tablets kill germs present in water. 1-2 tablets in a

bucket of water are sufficient. Adding a pinch of potassium

permanganate in a bucket of water also helps to kill germs.

Both these things are available at chemist shops.

4. By boiling

Contaminated water can be cleaned and made drinkable by

boiling for at least ten minutes and then filtering through a clean, fine cloth.

5. Using modern water filters

These days a number of water filters are available in the

markets that clean water. These machines remove

impurities and kill germs present in water. Some water

filters need electricity to work while others can work

without electricity. While purchasing a water filter we

should see that they have ISI mark on them.

8.6 Clean food - healthy body

While cooking food and serving it we should take care of cleanliness around us. Contaminated

food can cause several fatal diseases like cholera, diarrhoea etc. Some important things regarding

cleanliness are as follows -

1. Cooking place (kitchen) should be neat and clean.

2. Pulses, rice etc. should be washed and soaked in

water for sometime before cooking.

3. Vegetables and fruits should be washed well before

cutting them. Washing after cutting causes loss of

nutrients.

4. Food should always be kept covered to avoid dust

and flies.

5. Try your best not to eat stale food. Check eatables

properly before eating.

6. Wash your hands thoroughly before cooking and

serving food.
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7. Before taking food, we should wash our hands properly. Parents should teach their children

about these cleanliness tips. Remember 'Washing hands prevents disease and puts everyone

at ease'.

Knowing this is also necessary -

1. While taking care of balance of five components in our food, quantity of food also matters.

Food should be taken in small quantities throughout the day. Eating too much of food at a

time disturbs the digestion process.

2. Eat food at least two and a half hours before going to sleep. The food is digested within two

and a half hours.

3. Talking while eating should be avoided. There is danger of food particles going to the wind

pipe while doing so.

Water is an important component of food. Clean water is essential for healthy body. Dirty

water causes diseases. Therefore cleaning of drinking water is necessary. Hands should be

thoroughly washed before serving and eating food.

Let's see, what you have learnt 8.3

1. What part of our body is water?

_____________________________________________________________________

2. Why is water essential for our body?

_____________________________________________________________________

3. What should we do in case of vomits and diarrhoea?

_____________________________________________________________________

4. Which diseases are caused by drinking dirty water?

_____________________________________________________________________

5. What are different ways of cleaning water?

_____________________________________________________________________
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6. Why should we wash fruits and vegetables before cutting them?

_____________________________________________________________________

7. Why should we wash our hands properly before cooking and eating food?

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's Revise

 Food gives energy to our body

 Food helps our body to grow and does the repair work.

 Food is made up of five components - carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals and vitamins.

 Food which has all the five components in right proportion is called 'Balanced diet'.

 Two third of our body is water.

 Drinking dirty water can cause diseases like typhoid, cholera, jaundice etc.

 Clean food is essential for healthy body.

 Maintaining cleanliness during cooking food and eating it is necessary.

Exercise

1. Select the correct word and fill in the blanks:

Anaemia, diarrhoea, alum, salt, fat

i. Quantity of .......................... is more in ghee and butter.

ii. Eating contaminated food causes ..........................

iii. To protect ourselves from goiter, we should eat iodized ..........................

iv. Deficiency of iron in food causes ..........................

v. By putting .......................... in water, the fine dirt particles get heavy by binding

together and settle down.
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2. Match column A with column B

Column A Column B

Sunlight Healthy eyes

Gooseberry (Amla) Prevention of Anaemia

Egg, milk Healthy gums

Spinach Strong bones

3. Given below are names of some food items. Which of these should be included in

balanced diet? Tick them right.

Chapati,  rice,  pulse,  vegetable,  milk,  bread pakora,  coca cola,  noodles

Let's do and learn

Write in a copy what you ate the whole day. Repeat the same activity for full one week. After

one week, try to find out whether you have eaten balanced food or not. If not, try to make your

food balanced.

ANSWERS

8.1

1. Food gives us energy, helps in growth and repair of the body, protects us from diseases.

2. Carbohydrates, fats, proteins, mineral and vitamins
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3. a. iii b. ii c. i

8.2

1. Food in which all the five components are present in right proportion is called balanced diet.

2. Marasmus children don't build muscles and are very weak.

3. Iron and sometimes vitamin B

4. Eat food rich in vitamin C like gooseberry, lemon, oranges, guava, tomatoes etc.

5. i. carbohydrates ii. proteins

iii. fats iv. minerals

v. vitamins

8.3

1. Two-third

2. It is essential to dissolve substances in our body so that they are able to move from one organ

to another.

3. Drink more water in the form of salt-sugar solution. O.R.S., lemonade, soups etc.

4. Jaundice, typhoid, diarrhoea

5. Boiling water, cleaning with alum, home - made filter, chlorine tablets, modern water filter

6. Washing after cutting them results in loss of nutrients.

7. Washing hands properly helps to keep food clean and safe. Otherwise, there is fear of

contamination.
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Assessment Sheet - 2

(Lesson 5-8)

1. Which of the following is not our basic need?

(a) Air (b) Water

(c) Vehicle (d) Food

2. In total weight what part of water is there in our body?

(a) three fourth (b) one third

(c) Half (d) two third

3. Complete the sentences by writing correct words:

(i) Our life is impossible without ...................... (air/house)

(ii) ...................... revolves around the earth (Sun/Moon)

(iii) The earth completes one rotation on its axis in ...................... (24 hours/7 days)

(iv) Deficiency of protein in the children causes ...................... (night blindness/marasmus)

4. Put tick mark () against correct sentence and cross mark () against wrong sentence:

(i) Oxygen reaches every part of the body by mixing with blood. (    )

(ii) There is more quantity of protein in butter. (    )

(iii) We should use iodised salt to prevent goitre disease. (    )

(iv) The earth has two planets. (    )

5. In how many days, the earth completes one revolution around the Sun?

(a) 30 days (b) 365 days

(c) 280 days (d) 180 days
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6. Match the following:

Protein                          Vital air

Satellite                             Pulse

Oxygen                           Moon

Food                               Ghee

Fat                                   Energy

7. Which of the following things are good for the health?

Chapati Rice Fruits Bread Pakora

Noodles Pulse Milk         Vegetable

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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9

Care and cleanliness of external organs

We will learn in this lesson

 External body organs.

 Functions of external organs.

 Cleanliness and care of external organs.

 Cleanliness of sex organs.

No one wants to be old, sick or weak. Everyone wants to remain healthy and smart throughout life.

This is possible only with good personal hygiene and proper care of body.

Some people are smart and healthy even up to age of 70 - 75 years. Their eyes, ears, nose, teeth and

hair remain in working order and there is glow on their face. This is mainly because they take

proper care of their body and keep it clean.

This is our body. It is our responsibility to keep it healthy and smart. Our health depends on how

well we take care of it and the precautions we take in eating and drinking, cleanliness and in the

way of lifestyle.  Let us learn about these in detail:
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9.1 External body organs

Knowing about our body is first thing in taking care of it. We should

know about inside and outside of our body. Our body consists of many

parts. There are external body parts as well as internal body parts. Any

body part situated on or near surface of body is an external body organ.

To learn about external body parts, for the sake of convenience, we

may divide our body into two parts - head and trunk. In head, we have

hair, eyes, ears, nose, teeth etc. In the trunk, we have hands, legs, feet

and sex organs. Our skin is also external body part. Skin covers all

internal body organs. It imports beauty to our body and protection to

our body parts. Think, how our body will look if it is not covered with

skin.

Every body part performs its own particular function. Every organ has

its own importance. We see with our eyes, hear with ears, smell with

nose, chew and cut food with teeth. We taste food with tongue; Work

with hands; Walk with legs. Skin protects the whole body. All these

parts coordinate with each other. With their perfect coordination and

active participation we are able to lead normal life.

The organs which we always keep hidden or covered are called private

parts. The organs used for excretion of stool and urine are our private parts among them. The

organs which help in keeping and furthering our progeny tradition are known as sex organs. All

these organs are very important for our body and life. We must take extra precautions in taking care

of these organs. Special care should be taken to keep them clean. Carelessness and unhygienic

conditions may cause sex diseases.

To remain healthy and smart throughout life cleanliness and proper care of body are essential.

Any body part visible externally are external body organs. Some external organs are situated

in head and some in the trunk. In head, we have hair, eyes, ear, nose, teeth etc. There are hands,

legs and sex organs etc. in trunk. Our skin is also an external body organ.

The organs used for excretion of stool and urine are our private parts.

Each body part performs its own particular function in coordination with each other.
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Washing Head

Let's see, what you have learnt 9.1

(i) Write names of four external organs.

1. _______________ 2. _______________

3. _______________ 4. _______________

(ii) Our body is divided into how many parts?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) What do you understand by private body parts?

_____________________________________________________________________

9.2 Care and cleanliness of body parts/organs

Proper care of each organ is necessary to keep body healthy and smart. Cleanliness of each part is

also necessary. Carelessness and unhygienic conditions enhance the chances of diseases in body.

Let's learn in detail about care and cleanliness of body parts:

9.2.1 Hair

(i) Lice flourish in dirty hair. Dirty hair may lead to tiny boils on scalp and dandruff. Dirty hair

get entangled and break easily. Hair loss also

increases.

(ii) Good hygiene is essential to keep hair healthy.

Hair should be washed twice a week with a good

shampoo, gram flour or triphala.

(iii) Hair should be combed daily. Must be kept tidy

and made up. It is good to massage hair with oil

occasionally.

(iv) In winters wash hair with warm water. But be

careful. Water should not be too hot.

(v) Protect hair from dirt and dust.
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Our Ear

Cleaning eyes with fresh water

9.2.2  Eyes

(i) We are able to see the entire world with eyes. So, it is important to take special care of eyes.

(ii) To keep eyes clean, wash them clean and splash

fresh water.

(iii) Protect eyes from dirt, smoke, filth, bright light and

flying insects.

(iv) Save eyes from injuries.

(v) Don't put any medicine in eyes without consulting

eye specialist (doctor). It may harm the eyes.

(vi) If some things gets into eyes, don't rub. Rubbing

may cause wound in eyes. Wash them with clean

fresh water. It will help in removing the object from

eyes. If it still remains in eye, consult a doctor.

9.2.3  Ear

(i) Clean your ear with extra care. Never use straw (seenkh), matchstick, pin or other sharp,

pointed objects to clean your ear. It may damage your

eardrum.

(ii) while taking bath, clean your ear from inside as well

as outside. But take care that water should not enter

your ear.

(ii) Avoid loud noises.

(iv) Protect ear from injuries.

(v) If something gets into ear don't try to pull it out with

fingers or by putting any other object into ear. You may

push it deeper into ear. Take doctors help to get it out.

(vi) If there is a boil, discharge, wound or pain in ear, immediately consult a doctor. Don't use oil

or other medicines prescribed by quacks.

9.2.4  Nose

(i) We breathe with our nose. Don't be careless about its care and cleanliness.
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(ii) Sneezing and running nose are very common during cold

and flu. In such a situation take special care of

cleanliness. Use clean water and handkerchief. Don't use

dirty handkerchief or cloth.

(iii) While sneezing put handkerchief on nose.

(iv) Consult a doctor immediately in case of injury, boil or if

something gets into nose.

9.2.5  Mouth

(i) There are tongue, teeth, gums and palate inside mouth.

(ii) To keep the mouth and gums clean, gently brush with

datoon, toothpaste or toothpowder, twice a day -in the

morning and evening. Clean the tongue also, to keep

mouth clean.

(iii) After every meal rinse the mouth with water, so that

food particles don't remain stuck between teeth and

gum. Clean around teeth with dental floss to remove

such particles.

(iv) Don't eat or drink very cold or hot things. It may harm

teeth, gums, tongue or palate.

(v) Don't chew betel leaves (Paan), Gutka, tobacco, bidi, cigarette. It may lead to dirty and stained

teeth. It can cause wound inside mouth. It may even cause cancer.

(vi) Don't use coal, ash or sand for cleaning the teeth.

9.2.6  Hand and feet

(i) It is essential to take special care of cleanliness of hands

and feet to avoid getting sick.

(ii) Filth and dirt may enter the house with feet. Similarly,

filth may enter in our body through dirty hands and

eatables.

(iii) Wash hands thoroughly and properly with soap and water

before eating anything.

Cleaning Nose

Brushing

Hand Wash
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(iv) Clean hands before cooking or touching eatables.

(v) Clean hands with soap and clean water after defecation.

(vi) Remove shoes and slippers before entering the house. It is better to wash feet before entering

the kitchen. If you don't want to walk bare feet, then use separate set of chappals inside the

home.

(vii) Keep cutting nails from time to time. Filth and dirt settles in long nails.

9.3 Private Parts

(i) People are usually careless about cleanliness of private parts. Unhygienic condition may

cause many diseases.

(ii) While bathing take special care towards cleanliness of private parts.

(iii) Always use clean water for cleaning after defecation.

(iv) Don't use ash or dirty cloth during menstruation.Always use clean, washed and dry cloth or

sanitary napkins/pads.

(v) After urinating, wash and then wipe the sex organs with clean dry cloth.

9.4 Skin

(i) Skin protects inner organs from hot and cold effects, air, dust and dirt.

(ii) Waste products are excreted out of body though skin pores in form of sweat.

(iii) Cleanliness of skin means - cleanliness of the whole body.

(iv) Take bath daily with fresh clean water. After bathing wipe the body with clean dry towel.

(v) In winter massage whole body with oil. Take mild sun bath.

(vi) Occasionally apply ubtan (paste of natural and useful ingredients for skin) on skin.

(vii) Don't scrub skin with rough things. Use good and soft scrubbers.

(viii) Don't use washing soap or detergent powder to take bath.

There is a strong relation between cleanliness and health. It is very essential to take care of

cleanliness of every organ to be healthy. Proper care of each organ is also important to keep

body healthy and smart. Keep eyes, ears, nose, mouth, teeth, skin, hands and feet clean. Pay

special attention to cleanliness of private parts while taking bath.
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Let's see, what you have learnt 9.2

(i) Why do lice grow and flourish in hair?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Why should medicine not be dropped in eyes without consulting doctor?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) What should be done if something gets into ear?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iv) Write names of organs of mouth?

_____________________________________________________________________

(v) What will happen if nails are not cut for a long time?

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's revise

 Proper care and cleanliness are essential to keep body healthy and smart.

 Body parts situated on or near surface of body are external body organs.

 Some external organs are situated in head and some in the trunk. In head, we have hair,

eyes, ears, nose, teeth etc. Hands, legs and sex organs etc. are in trunk. Our skin is also

an external body organ.

 The organs used for excretion of stool and urine are known as private parts.

 Every body part has its own importance. Every organ performs its particular functions.

All parts function in coordination with each other.

 Take proper care of eyes, ears, nose, mouth, teeth, hair, skin, hands and feet and keep

them clean.

 Pay special attention to cleanliness of sex organs also.
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Exercise

1. Fill in the blank with right word to complete the sentences:

(i) Lice flourish into hair due to .................... (length/filth)

(ii) While sneezing cover nose with .................... (hand/handkerchief)

(iii) After every meal, .................... the mouth.        (rinse/bath)

(iv) Use .................... water for cleaning after defecation.(warm/clean)

2. Put Right () mark against correct answer

(i) What do we do with our teeth?

(a) Taste food   (b) swallow food

(b) Chew food   (d) digest food

(ii) Why hair fall increases?

(a) Due to oiling of hair   (b) Due to daily combing of hair

(c) Due to greying of hair   (d) Due to dirty hair

(iii) Eating/chewing of betel leaves, tobacco and gutka may lead to what?

(a) Cancer of mouth   (b) Feeling of freshness

(c) Cold   (d) freedom from bad breath

3. Write two functions of skin

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's do and learn

Some questions are given below. You have to answer the questions in 'Yes' or 'No'. Put ()

mark if answer is 'yes'. Mark () if answer is 'No'

 Do you daily brush your teeth after getting up in the morning and before going to bed?

Yes/No
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 Do you always rinse your mouth after eating anything? Yes/No

 Do you always use clean water after defecation? Yes/No

 Do you wash your hands before eating food? Yes/No

 Do you take bath daily? Yes/No

 Do you wash your hands with soap and water after defecation Yes/No

 Do you take care of cleanliness of your private parts? Yes/No

 Do you put a handkerchief to your nose while sneezing? Yes/No

 Do you clean your hair regularly? Yes/No

 Do you comb your hair daily? Yes/No

 Are you careful about cleanliness of your nails? Yes/No

Now see, how conscious you are?

 If your 10 answers are YES, you are fully conscious.

 If your 8-9 answers are YES, you are conscious.

 If your 5-7 answers are YES, you are less conscious.

 If your 3-6 answers are YES, you are very little conscious.

 If your less than 3 answers are YES, then you cannot be called conscious at all

See your answers. Form a habit to perform those activities whose answers are is NO. When

you develop the habit, then all of your answers will be YES, and you will become fully conscious.

ANSWERS

9.1

(i) 1. Eyes 2. Ear  3. Hand 4. Leg

(ii) In two parts - Head and Trunk

(iii) The organs which we always keep hidden and covered are called private parts.

9.2

(i) Due to unhygienic condition.
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(ii) It may harm the eyes.

(iii) Consult doctor.

(iv) Teeth, gums, tongue and palate.

(v) Dirt and filth may deposit in nails.
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10

Transport and Communication

We will learn in this lesson

  The development of means of transport and communication.

  Different types of these means.

  Advantages from them.

  The symbols and signs of transport.

  The effect of these means on the environment.

10.1 Transport System

The dependency on the means of transport has increased with the increasing needs of the people.

The highest dependency of human beings in today's fast and busy life is on the means of transport.

Children have to go to school, adults have to go for work far off or to meet their relatives at far

away places, to go for a visit, to send goods from one place to another-all of these depend on the

means of transport and the transport system.

Italy's Pizza is in Delhi, Punjab's Chhole- Bhatoore are in London and America, Lakhanavi Kurta is

available in Delhi and in many more cities, Locks of Aligarh are in Darjeeling, the tea of Assam,

Coconut and idlee of South India have reached every city of the world. The things of daily use like
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milk, fruits, vegetables, and other food items reach from one place to another. All this is due to the

feats of transport system. Let us know more about this system in the present lesson.

10.1.1  Development of Transport

In the ancient times, people used to go from one place to another on foot. They reached their

residence by identifying their foot- prints. They used to bring their cattle through the same route,

the animals also carried goods through this route. The heavy goods were carried by pulling also. A

path was created through their foot- prints. It was called a narrow road/ foot path (pagdandi).We

can see such type of roads in forest and hilly areas even today. These were made broad as and when

the need arose. Gradually these narrow roads were transformed into broad roads.

In the ancient times people lived by the banks of rivers. They got water from these rivers for

drinking and other uses. People used to carry their goods from one place to another place by means

of water only. They themselves also used to go from one place to another through the water way. In

transport, carrying goods through water ways is a very old system.

Gradually, need of carrying heavy goods emerged, then the wheel was invented and developed.

Development of wheel changed the whole world. From this, road transport, rail transport, air

transport, water transport etc. were developed. Now we can come and go easily from any place in

less time and carry the luggage also. It has been possible only because of train, aeroplane, ship and

the road transport. Coal reaches the whole country from Jharkhand. All grains: wheat, rice, pea,

corn, and all pulses can reach from one corner of the country to the other corner easily. The need of

travelling quickly and carrying the luggage resulted in the development of transport.

Pooling the GoodsNomad walking on a narrow road carrying a

hunt
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Different types of means of Road transport

10.1.2  Road Transport

The means of road transport are: Cycle, rickshaw, Bus, Truck, Car, Scooter, Motor Cycle, Bullock

Cart, Tonga, Camel cart etc.

The road transport picked up speed after the

development of the wheel. Roads are of both

types - raw (kachchi) and pakki. You would

have seen that the village where the road is

built is completely transformed. It starts

developing on its own. That state develops

speedily where the roads are good. Do you

know that the first charcoal road was built

in Bagdad? Sher Shah Suri had made the

longest road from Peshawar (Pakistan) to

Kolkata. It is known as G.T Road (Grand

Trunk Road). Every village of the country

is being connected with the main road under 'Pradhan Mantri Grameen Sarak Yojana.' Huge national

high ways have been built and are also in progress. The national highway has been connected to

every big city and the capital of every state. New means of transport can be seen on the road. There

has been a huge development in transport. Now the flying cars have also been developed.

10.1.3  Signs and Symbols of Road Transport

Many new means of road transport have arrived in the world. Their number has also increased.

Some symbols have been developed to run

these smoothly. These are of two types: (1)

Symbols indicating about roads like: bridge

ahead, narrow road ahead, U turn, forest

ahead, school ahead, hospital ahead etc. (2)

Some symbols are for controlling the traffic,

like traffic lights, symbols showing the way,

etc.

There are three types of lights in the traffic

light symbol: Red, Green and Yellow. Red

light means all the vehicles must stop before

the stop-line drawn on the road. Yellow light

means wait, see then go. Green light means

Traffic Symbols
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keep going. If these symbols are followed in a

right way, the accidents can be prevented.

The development of wheel changed the world.

Because of this road transport, air transport,

water transport etc. developed. The symbols

have been developed to make the road transport

smooth.

Let's see, what you have learnt 10.1

1. Fill in the blanks with correct words:

(i) In the ancient times the roads were known as .....................

(ii) The name of longest road in India is .................................

(iii) The first road was constructed from .................. to ................ by Sher Shah Suri.

(iv) Development of ......................... brought revolution in transport

(v) All of us must ......................... at the red light.

(vi) All of us must ......................... at green light

10.1.4  Rail-Transport

Most of the people travel and goods are carried through rail- transport in the world. There are three

types of train routes in India. These are named

as Broad-Gauge, Meter-Gauge and Narrow-

Gauge based on the distance between the

railway tracks. Metro and big cities are

connected through broad gauge. The cities

where there was no need for fast speed train

transport, Meter gauge train tracks were laid

out there. Now all the meter gauge tracks are

being changed into broad gauge tracks.

The Indian rail transport is the biggest in Asia

and second in the world. India's first 34

Traffic Signal

Three types of train-tracks
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Train

Kilometre long train started from Mumbai to

Thane in 1853.The first train in India was pulled

with the help of horses. Now, fast speed trains

like Shatabdi, Rajadhani are running. The first

underground train started from Kolkata. Now

Metro train in Delhi has created a stir. Some of

the Metros are underground and some are over

the ground. Now such a magnet train, called Mono

Rail is coming to India, that will run over the train

track.

Earlier, the train in hilly areas used to go upto

Jammu. Now the train tracks have been made in other parts of Jammu and Kashmir State. Similarly,

Tripura has been connected by train. The government has planned to connect all parts of the country

through train.

Let's see, what you have Learnt 10.2

(i) Which of the transport is used to carry most of the goods in the world?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) How many types of train tracks are there in India?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) When was the first train in India started, and from which to which place?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iv) From which city of India did the first underground train start?

_____________________________________________________________________

(v) What is the latest transport in Delhi?

_____________________________________________________________________
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Ship

Aeroplane

Transportation through pipe line

10.1.5  Water Transport

The water transport started before road and rail

transport. In the beginning, boat was used to catch the

fishes, but it developed as per requirement. Rivers and

seas came into for battle and trade. Nowadays goods

are carried from one country to another country through

the ships. The route through water in the sea have been

determined. In today's time, the ships are so large that

many fighter planes can land and take off from them.

Big ships and submarines have been developed. In our

country, goods and passengers are carried through the

rivers: Hooghly, Brahmaputra and Ganga.

10.1.6  Air Transport

It is the main mode of high speed transport. Wright

Brothers in 1903 first took flight through balloon. After

this, Helicopter, Glider, Air Bus, Fighter Planes etc.

were made. You would have seen the wonders of these

on 26th January. Now aeroplanes fly to main cities

and capitals of all the states. Airports have now been

made at those places where it was impossible to reach

earlier. We can reach cities of remote areas like

Itanagar, Tavang, Bomdila, and Deemapur through

aeroplanes and helicopters.

10.1.7  Pipe Lines

Pipe line is used to carry water, oil, natural gas etc.

Nowadays cooking gas, petrol, CNG, all are sent through

pipe lines. The drinking water comes through pipes.

The water transport started before rail transport. Air

transport is the main mode of high speed travelling.

Now all the main cities and states have been connected

through air transport. Pipe lines are used to carry

liquids.
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Let's see, what have you learnt 10.3

(i) Fill in the blanks by selecting correct word:

(a) ..................... transport started first.

(b) Sea and rivers were being used for trade and .....................

(c) ..................... can land and take off on the ship.

(ii) Write the answer:

(a) Which means of air transport are being used nowadays?

________________________________________________________________

(b) Which materials carried through pipe lines?

________________________________________________________________

10.2 Means of Communication

We will learn from this lesson

 What is communication?

 How were the means of communication developed?

 Which are the ways of communication?

 How are the means of communication used?

 What are the advantages of means of communication?

We read books, newspapers; magazines etc. talk through mobile, listen

to the radio, watch the news on television and watch films and sports.

We work on computer and laptop. What are these? We share our

views with others and listen to others through these. There has been

great development in the ways of sending and receiving information

through talking, writing, looking, symbols and gestures. Earlier, this

was done through a barber or the messenger. The invitation card was

sent through these only. A lot of time was consumed in this process.

Now we can talk to our relative or friend in any corner of the world

through telephone while sitting at our home. We can talk face to face

with anybody in the world through internet.
Working on computer
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Different means of communication

10.2.1  What is Communication?

We exchange our feelings, views and information with

the people. This is known as communication. How the

views, feelings, information, data and facts can be sent?

The instruments used to send these are their means.

Newspapers, books, telephone, mobile, and internet are

the parts of communication.

10.2.2  Development of Means of Communication

We are living in a modern era of communication. The

story of Communication is as old as of human

civilisation. When a man was born, he used to live in

Clans (Kabilas). He used to send the messages through

gestures/signs. Some of these are: playing Dhol, Tabla,

trumpet, lighting the torch or fire, creating the smoke

etc. Gradually new discoveries were made. Alphabets

and languages were discovered. The means of sending

messages also changed. The kings were used the fast

running horses and

camels for sending

their messages. The

person, carrying message used to be a very faithful and trust worthy

person.

People used to keep Pigeon, Parrot and eagle as domestic animals

to send messages. They were provided training especially for this

work. Do you know that the first postman was believed to be a

Pigeon? A Pigeon

Message Service

was established in England in 1897. This service

worked there till1980. These pigeons had worked

as messengers with full responsibility during first

and Second World War.

There is a Pigeon Force in the Army of France that

works today as well. The 'Pigeon Mail Service' is

also working in Indian Navy. Today also, the people

Sending message through fire

Message through Pigeon

Printing of books
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Photo type setting

climbing up the mountains and living in remote

areas send messages through the reflection of light

from the mirror. But with the development of

alphabets people learnt to read and write. Leaves

were used to share information. Gradually, it

changed into books, newspapers and magazines.

China first made the books through block printing.

In the beginning the books were printed with the

help of letter press. In this, ink was spread on the

type properly and put on a paper sheet and then pressed. By doing this, it was printed on the paper.

After this, composing was done through mono and lines. Photo type setting was the next discovery.

In this photography was used for type setting. Nowadays, computer type setting is used on a large

scale. Most of the books are printed this manner. With the discovery of printing press, not only the

books but the newspapers and magazines were also printed and used in communication.

10.2.3  Development of Communication in India

The communication system in India was properly started in 1837 in the form of postal service. The

first postal ticket in 1852 and a separate postal department was opened in 1854.In 1972 pin code

system was introduced.

The communication system was limited from person to person only. There were only newspapers

and magazines in a very limited form for public-awareness and dissemination-extension. In

continuation, there was a revolution in 1920, when the first radio broadcasting started. After this on

15th September 1959 the first programme of Delhi Doordarshan was broadcasted. Let us know

about other means of communication.

10.2.4  Telegraph

Earlier, the means of sending and receiving messages were

slow in speed. The invention of electric telegraph made it

quick. It was the first time when the news was broadcast

as fast as the electric current. All the big cities of the world

were connected through the telegraph line by 1860.

10.2.5  Telephone

Nowadays, telephone is an important means of communication. The first telephone was discovered

by Alexander Graham in 1876. It was possible through it to send our voice through the wire. Now

Telegraph
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Telephone

Tele-Printer

you can talk anywhere through telephone. Telephone exchanges

were established in cities. They were connected through the

cable. Telephone lines were laid by the road sides. Wires were

spread nearby the train tracks to connect all the cities of our

country. Cables were put under the sea. Now, due to the

invention of artificial satellite, revolving around the earth,

putting the telephone lines on the earth has been stopped. Now

we can talk through telephone without wire.

10.2.6  Tele-Printer

Tele-Printer was discovered after the telephone. Tele-Printer is

used for sending information and messages in written form.

The messages sent through tele-printer from far away places

are printed on the paper on its own by the tele-printer.

10.2.7  Tele-Text

After tele-printer, the tele-text was discovered. We see the pictures on the screen of television.

Nowadays, teletext shows the arrival and departure time of trains and planes, status of reservation

in trains, information on sports and weather.

10.2.8  Radio

Radio is one of the most important means of communication. Henry Hurtz discovered the radio

waves in 1887.Earlier, one or two newspapers used to reach the village. Sometimes a monthly

magazine was also seen there. The villagers received country

and world's messages through these means. When the news

used to reach the village, it would become old. The recent

news started being received after the radio was introduced.

There were one or two radios in the village. People used to

assemble at Panchyat Ghar to listen to the news. We remember

that during war against Pakistan, all villagers used to sit in

front of a single radio.

There is no need of wire to listen to the radio. Now every

child knows about radio.

Radio
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Television

Computer

10.2.9  Television

Television has brought a revolution in communication. We can watch

the news on Television, receive information about different events

and watch programmes on entertainment and education. On the radio,

we can only listen, but on television, we can see the pictures also.

10.2.10  Computer and Internet

The world of communication totally changed after the computer was introduced. With this, we can

do work in the areas other than communication, like:

domestic, medical, sports, education, transport and

entertainment etc. Due to this, the world has shrunk into a

box. We can know about anybody while sitting at our home.

We can take information about everything and new

inventions in the world. We can also watch the sports

simultaneously, being held in another country, while sitting

at our home. All of this is due to the wonder of computer

and internet.

We can know about the new variety of crops while sitting

in our village. We can also take information about their

diseases. We can know the rates of all the market (mandis)

of the country.

10.2.11  Other Form of Communication

In ancient time, people had developed another type of communication system that is in use till

today in some of the areas. This system is: weekly market, annual fairs and some festival or

celebrations. In the weekly market, people from local area and nearby villages supply their essential

things of daily use along with the exchange of information related to themselves and the neighbour.

Here; the people send the information, invitation cards etc. to their relatives through the people

coming in the market. The people from very far away areas come in the annual fairs. They buy

things of their need and meet their relatives also. Sometimes marriages also fixed in these fares.

Celebrations are also arranged in the form of fairs. There, people meet with one another and exchange

the information and messages.

In the modern era, we exchange the information not only through talking, but also through e-mail,

SMS, MMS, Video clip, and fax etc. Teleconferencing and face to face programme of television
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have given another form to the communication system. Earlier, the communication system was

only for fulfilment of our needs. Now it is being used in entertainment also. Now you can listen to

songs on the FM in your cell phone and watch a film of your choice in television.

Let's see, what you have learnt 10.4

(i) What is communication?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) What were the ways of communication, when human being was born?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) How did the kings send their messages?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iv) Where was the Pigeon used to send the message first?

_____________________________________________________________________

(v) Nowadays, who uses the pigeons?

_____________________________________________________________________

(vi)  When was the telephone discovered?

_____________________________________________________________________

(vii) When was the radio discovered?

_____________________________________________________________________

(viii) Write any two advantages of television.

_____________________________________________________________________

(ix) What are the advantages of computer?

_____________________________________________________________________

(x) Write any two advantages of internet.

_____________________________________________________________________
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Talking through gestures

(xi) What happens in the fairs?

_____________________________________________________________________

10.2.12  Types of Human Communication

When we talk, we smile, move our eye- brows, make gestures; Give something in writing. All of

these are our means of providing information. Let us know about these.

Gestures:

We also express ourselves by sitting face to face without talking. The people who cannot speak,

express themselves through gestures only. There are schools also that teach the art of talking with

gestures. They express themselves clearly through

hands, eye brows, lips and neck gestures. We

welcome our guest by waving our hands only. We

express Namaste by folding our hands. When we

agree, or disagree with someone's talk then we

express our view by moving our neck. In the olden

times, signs, symbols were used to identify the

distance. A mark was made on the tree by axe to

identify the way in the forest. Signals were given

through light, playing the drum and lighting the

colourful fire crackers. Today also our military men

for their identification that where they are, leave a

signal by throwing such type of crackers. Different

types of pictures have been found on the walls of many caves. In the ancient times people indicated

what they do through drawing such pictures. The history of olden times is known through their

pictures. For example, the symbols found in Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa.

10.2.13  Symbol signs

You must have seen different types of signs in your

surroundings. These signs tell us many things. For

example: School ahead, U turn ahead, Danger here,

Smoking is prohibited, Railway Crossing, Hospital

ahead, doctor etc.

Signal Signs
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10.2.14  Language

Everything changed after the discovery of alphabets. Now there are various languages. Their

translators are available. Printing of books, newspapers, magazines was possible due to the discovery

of alphabets. You can know the views of people of other country's through this. Reading and writing

has made all means of communication easy.

10.2.15  Communication among Animals

The animals cannot talk like human beings. But they can express themselves through their gestures.

The sound is most important for animals and birds. They express themselves to their friends by

making new types of sound. Have you seen the Monkey or Chimpanzi? -They express the gestures

like those of human beings.

Their signals are similar with our signals. Smell is the key means for animal communication. For

example- dogs are left for finding out something, they tell about the thing by smelling. The ants

also leave their smell so that other ants may come there.

Let's see, what you have learnt 10.5

Following are some signs. Write their meaning:

Picture

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________
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Exercise

1. Fill in the blanks:

(i) We listen ......................... on Television.

(ii) Earlier, the invitation cards were sent through .........................

(iii) We can talk face to face through .........................

(iv) Exchange of ......................... and ......................... is done in communication

(v) The kings used to send their messages through ................... and .........................

(vi) Pigeon message Service was established in 1897 in .........................

(vii) ......................... works in France.

(viii) ......................... works in Indian Navy today also.

(ix) It was possible to send our voice in telephone through .........................

(x) No need of ......................... to listen on radio.

2. Write the answer of the following questions:

(i) What is communication?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(ii) In which country the book was printed first with the help of block?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(iii) What can you send through phototype setting?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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(iv) How the books are printed today?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(v) What was the advantage of the discovery of alphabets?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Write the answer of following questions:

(i) Why was the wheel developed?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(ii) Where was the first road of charcoal made?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(iii) Who built the first road in India?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(iv) How many types of traffic signals are there?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

(v) Where is the Asia's greatest train system?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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4. Mark () against correct and () against wrong:

(i) Road transport became faster after the development of wheel.

(ii) In the beginning, people used to travel by a train.

(iii) Cycle-Ricksha is a means of road transport.

(iv) There are five types of train tracks.

5. Fill in the blanks by selecting correct words:

(i) The first rail started from .................... to Thane (Nagpur/ Mumbai)

(ii) The first underground train started in .................. (Delhi/Kolkata)

(iii) The water in cities is brought through .................... (Pipe/plane)

ANSWERS

10.1

(i) foot path (ii) G. T. Road

(iii) Peshawar, Kolkata (iv) wheel

(v) Stop (vi) Go

10.2

(i) Train Transport (ii) Three

(iii) 1853, Mumbai to Thane (iv) In Kolkata

(v) Metro

10.3

(i) a. Water          b. War c. Fighter Plane

(ii) a. Aeroplane and helicopter

(iii) b. Liquids and gases (CNG, Petrol, Cooking Gas, water etc.)

10.4

(i) Exchange of views, information and feelings is called Communication.
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(ii) Playing Drum, Trumpet, burning fire, through lighting torch, creating smoke were used to

send the messages

(iii) Through fast speed vehicles, Horse or camel

(iv) In England

(v) France

(vi) In 1876

(vii) In 1887

(viii) Listen news, watch sports or any other thing

(ix) Get information about anything.

(x) Talk face to face with the persons in other country.

(xi) In the fair, people buy things, meet with one another and talk about the marriage etc.

10.5

Danger, hospital ahead, Railway Crossing
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11

National Identity

We will learn in this lesson

 The importance of national flag and messages of its different colours.

 The national days.

 The national anthem and national song.

 The national symbol, national animal, national bird and national sport.

India is a vast country. People from various religions and castes live here. They speak different

types of languages. Wear variety of dresses. Eat diverse types of food. Follow many types of traditions

and customs. Celebrate various festivals. We learnt about fairs and festivals of our country in lesson

3. Now let us know about the things related to national identity.

11.1 Our National Flag

You would know that every country has its own flag. The national identity is relate to it. Therefore,

it is the symbol of national respect. India also has its own flag. You would have seen it waving on

the government building such as Supreme Court and Parliament House. The flag also waves on the

Indian embassies in foreign countries. It is also hoisted at national and international sports events

and conferences. We can also put it at our houses and offices, but with full respect. Let us know

more about our flag:
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National Flag

The ratio of length and breadth of the flag is 3:2. Indian flag has three rectangular strips of equal

breadth. It has three colours. Therefore, it is called Tricolour.

The uppermost strip is of saffron colour. Saffron colour

gives the message of sacrifice and renunciation. The

lowest strip is green. Green colour is the symbol of

greenery, prosperity and faith. The middle strip is white.

White is the symbol of peace and truth. There is a blue

coloured wheel in the mid-point of the white strip, in

which there are twenty-fourspokes. This has been taken

from the pillar of Ashoka. The wheel is a symbol of

speed and development. It gives the message to us to

keep moving and going forward.

We should respect our flag in the following manner:

 Keep it neat and clean

 We should not hoist torn flag

 We should not hang it upside down

 After hoisting, it should be taken down respectfully, folded properly and put safely.

 The saffron coloured strip should always be upside while hoisting the flag.

 No other flag should be put higher than the national flag.

 No symbol, sign, garland, flower etc. should be put on the flag.

 The flag should not be used as clothing.

 The flag should not be used in the prints of handkerchief, table- cloth, napkin, pillow, bed-

sheet, uniform etc.

The flag is hoisted at half mast at the time of death of eminent persons or during the national

mourning days. It means the flag is not kept on top of the pole, but hoisted at some lower place.

Disrespecting or insulting national flag in any form is an offence.

11.2 National Symbol

The national symbol of India has been taken from the pillar of Ashoka in Sarnath. There are four

lions in this symbol. They sit on a stone joining their back. There are four lions in it, but only three

are visible while looking from any side. There is a wheel with 24 spokes in its base strip. There is

a chiselled idol each of an elephant in the east direction, of a bull in the west, of a lion in the north,

and of a horse in the south direction.
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Pillar of Ashoka

Symbol of Rupee

Tiger - Natinal Animal

Wherever the national symbol is printed, the following lines are written

under this:

'Satyamev Jayate', which means truth always prevails.

Do you know from where this line has been taken? We respect our Vedas,

Purans, and Upnishads.One of the Upanishads is-'Mundakopnishad'.

'Satyamev Jayte' is written in this Upanishad. Our national symbol is put

on government documents and currency in the form of stamp.

11.3 Indian Currency-Symbol of Rupee

Earlier, we used to write Rupee 540/-, but now Indian government has given

it a symbol (`) as  that is written in place of rupee.

11.4 National Animal

The national animal of India is Tiger. Tiger is the symbol of courage

and strength. It is also known for its grace and swiftness. It has

been considered as the national animal, so that the people of the

country may feel power and self-respect. Tiger is also helpful in

the conservation of the environment. Hunting the tiger is

considered as crime. If anybody does this then he may be penalised.

11.5 National Bird

India's national bird is Peacock. Peacock is a very beautiful and colourful bird.

During the rainy season dancing peacocks look very beautiful. It has a special

place in our literature, folk-tales and legends. We should try to conserve our national

animal (Tiger) and national bird (Peacock). Government has prohibited hunting

of these to save them. Many other steps are also being taken. Killing the peacock

is also a punishable offence.

Peacock -

Natinal Bird
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Lotus - National Flower

Hockey - National Game

11.6 National Flower

India's national flower is Lotus. The lotus flower blooms in the

mud, but does not become dirty. It maintains its beauty and piety

and gives us happiness. This gives the message that even if we

are living in evil and unfavourable conditions, we should maintain

our goodness and try to make people happy through our qualities.

11.7 National Game

India's national game is Hockey. The Indian players have played and won in this game in the

foreign countries also. We should be proud of playing this game. We should try to learn to play it

and also motivate our friends for the same.

 Our national flag is Tri Colour

 Our national symbol is the sign of the four lions.

 Our national animal is Tiger

 Our national bird is Peacock

 Our national flower is Lotus

 Our national game is Hockey.

Let's see, what you have learnt 11.1

(i) What message does the white colour of the flag give?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) What message does the wheel give?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) Which is the national animal of India?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iv) Which is the national bird of India?

_____________________________________________________________________
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(v) Which is the national game of India?

_____________________________________________________________________

(vi) What is written under the national symbol?

_____________________________________________________________________

(vii) Where is the national symbol used?

_____________________________________________________________________

11.8 National Anthem

Jana-gana-mana is our national anthem. It is sung on all special national occasions. It is a symbol of

national unity. It was written by Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore. It is sung in 52 seconds. We should

respect it by standing in attention while singing and listening it. It express a feeling of respect for

the rivers, provinces and people of our country. It expresses national unity and tolerance. We are

proud of our national anthem.

Let us read the words of national anthem:

Jana Gana Mana Adhinaayak Jaya hey

Bharat Bhagya Vidhata

Punjab Sindh Gujarat Maratha,

Dravida Utkala Banga

Vindhya Himachal Yamuna Ganga,

Uchchhal Jaladhi Taranga

Tav shubh naame jage,

Tav shubh aashish maage,

Gahe tav jaya gaatha.

Jana Gana Mangal Daayak Jaya hey

Bharat Bhagya Vidhata.

Jaya hey, jaya hey, jaya hey,

Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya hey..
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11.9 National Song

You would have heard many songs of patriotism. Do you know what our national song is? Some

people think that the national anthem 'jana-gana-mana' is the national song. But the national song is

different. 'Vande Matram' is India's national song. It was written by Bankim Chandra. This song

had helped a lot in developing the feeling of patriotism and national unity during the India's freedom

movement.

Let us read the words of national song and understand their meaning:

Vande Mataram

vande mâtaram

sujalâm suphalâm

malayaja sheetalâm

Shasya Shyâmalâm

mâtaram

vande mâtaram

Shubhra jyotsna

pulakita yâminîm

phulla kusumita

druma dal shobhinîm

suhâsinîm

sumadhura bhâshinîm

sukhadâm varadâm

mâtaram

vande mâtaram

Essence-

Bow to mother land.

Our land is full of water-sources, fruits and crops.

Slow, fragrant and cool wind blows here.

Sweet Moon-light spreads in the night.

Flowers bloom on the plants.

Language of the nation is sweet.

People live in peace and happiness.

Mother India gives boon of happiness to her children and protects them from the sorrows.
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11.10  Our National Days or Festivals

The days of 15th August, 26th January and 2nd October

are called India's national Days or National Festivals. On

15th August 1947 India got freedom from the slavery of

English men. On

26th January 1950,

we adopted our

constitution. 2nd

October is the birth

day of Mahatma

Gandhi- the father

of the nation.

Mahatma Gandhi

gained our freedom

for India by following the path of non-violence.

You would have understood by now how important these

days are. People from all the religions and castes celebrate

these days together with a feeling of patriotism.

 India's national anthem is-'Jan-Gan-Man:

 'Vande Mataram' is India's national song.

 We must sing the national anthem and national song, standing in attention and with

respect.

 India's Independence Day is on 15th August and Republic Day is on 26th January. Gandhi

Jayanti is celebrated on 2nd October. All these three are called National Days or Festivals.

Let's see, what you have learnt 11.2

(i) Which are our national days and why are these celebrated?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) You have read the national anthem. Write the name of two states and two rivers mentioned

in it.

_____________________________________________________________________

Parade on Republic Day

Gandhi Jayanti

Celebrating Independence Day
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(iii) Write the message you got from National Song.

_____________________________________________________________________

(iv) What should be taken care of while singing the national Anthem?

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's Revise

 Our National Symbols give us the message of living with unity and equality.

 Our National Anthem and National Song fills us with the feeling of patriotism.

 We must support the government for the protection of National Animal- Tiger and national

Bird-Peacock.

 We can hoist the national flag at our homes and offices, but with full respect.

 Lotus flower is our National Flower. It gives us the message to abstain from evils.

 Our national Game is Hockey. We must promote this game.

Exercise

1. What are the colours in the national flag?

_____________________________________________________________________

2. How many spokes are there in the wheel of the national flag?

_____________________________________________________________________

3. Who wrote the National Anthem?

_____________________________________________________________________

4. Put a () against the right answer of the following questions:

(i) Which of the symbols is made in the middle of the national flag?

(a) flower (b) Wheel

(c) Foot (d) Peacock
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(ii) What is our national Game?

(a) Kabaddi (b) Cricket

(c) Hockey (d) Wrestling

(iii) What is our National Anthem?

(a) Sare Jahn Se Achcha

(b) Jhanda Unoocha Rahe Hamara

(c) Vande Mataram

(d) Jan-Gan-Man

(iv) Which of the following great persons was born on 2nd October?

(a) Mahatma Gandhi    (b) Jawaharlal Nehru

(c) Chandra Shekhar Azad  (d) Subhash Chandra Bose

5. Match the following:

National Flag Hockey

National Animal Vande Mataram

National Bird Peacock

National Flower Tricolour

National Game Lotus

National Song Tiger

6. Fill in the blanks by selecting correct word:

                                Attention, Mud, Free, Truth, Vande Mataram

(i) White colour of national flag is the symbol is peace and .................

(ii) Lotus flower blooms in ............................

(iii) While singing or listening the national anthem we should stand with .........................

(v) Our national song is .............................

(vi) Our nation got ................. on 15th August 1947.
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Let’s do and learn

1. File the complaint of the person who kills the national animal/bird.

2. Celebrate the national days 26th January, 15th August with the villagers.

ANSWERS

11.1

(i) Gives the message of peace and truth.

(ii) Gives the message: always move ahead and step further.

(iii) Tiger

(iv) Peacock

(v) Hockey

(vi) ' Satyamey Jayate' is written-Truth always prevails.

(viii) On the documents and currencies in the form of stamp.

11.2

(i) 15th August, 26th January and 2nd October. Our nation got freedom on15th August 1947. On

26th January 1950, we adopted our constitution. And October is the birthday of our Father of

the Nation-Mahatma Gandhi.

(ii) Punjab and Gujarat, Ganga and Yamuna

(iii) We received the message of patriotism and love for the nation from the national song.

(iv) While singing, stand at attention. Should sing with the feeling of love and pride.
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12

Our Social and Economic Environment

We will learn in this lesson

 What is globalization?

 Facilities provided to children under 'Right to Education Act'

 Benefits of 'Right to Information Act'

 MNREGA and its benefits to rural population

It is age of science and development. People from all over the world are linked to one another in

one form or the other. Sitting at home we are getting news from different parts of the world. We are

using things made in other countries. Within a short span of time we travel from one country to

another. All this has been possible due to globalization. Globalization has paved way for development.

To make our life prosperous, government has enacted many acts and laws. MNREGA, Right to

Education, Right to Information are some of such acts which are directly related to our life. It is

very necessary to learn about these for betterment of our family, village and community.

12.1 Globalization

There was a time when there were no transport facilities. Means of communication were also

lacking. Delivery of messages to long distances was only by walking on foot. People either used to
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travel themselves or got the messages delivered through messengers. Slowly and slowly time changed

and human beings started making progress. Changes started taking place gradually. Science and

technology progressed. Advance science and technology changed the scenario throughout the world.

People from different places and countries started coming into contact with one another. Science

and technology have been

instrumental in connecting

countries and people all

over the globe. Now most

of the things are within our

reach, and nothing

unknown or inaccessible.

We watch the news from

all over the world on

television while sitting at

home. Telephones and

mobiles have made

communication easier.

Sitting in one corner of the world a person can interact with others on the other side of the world

through telephone and mobile. News of disaster or an event in a country reaches all over the world

in no time. Help also reaches that country immediately from other countries. Internet is also

instrumental in connecting people across the globe.

We are using things made in other countries even though our knowledge and reach are limited.

Companies of one country are supplying their products in other countries. People of one country

are working in other countries and earning money.

The process of this integration of the world, in this way, is globalization. Globalization has made

deep impact on our life. Due to globalization, very fast changes have occurred in our lifestyle, food

habits, culture, customs, traditions, values, etc. We have got several new facilities in our homes.

Our knowledge and information have increased. We have become aware of our rights and

development. Globalization is important for development and progress. It has become impossible

for any person or country to be isolated and to remain unaffected by globalization.

Globalization means connectivity of the whole world by some media or the other. The media for

these may be anything such as transportation or communication facilities aeroplane, television,

internet, mobile phone, or some other such as business, cultural activities, trade, sports, games, etc.
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Let's see, what you have learnt 12.1

(i) Choose the right word out of the bracket to fill in the blank:

a) We can watch news on ..................... from all over the world while sitting at home.

(newspaper/television/radio)

b) Globalization is ................. for development and progress. (harmful/ineffective/

important)

c) We have become ........................ of our rights. (aware/ careless/doubtful)

d) Many new ............................................ have reached our homes due to globalization.

        (policies/facilities/challenges)

12.2 Right to Education

Millions of children of our country are not able to read and write due to poverty. In the school going

age they haven't even seen a school. These children usually belong to rural and urban slum areas.

They are destitute, helpless, backward and neglected. In school going age they have to work. They

are forced to become labourers. Many of such children get into wrong company and learn bad

habits. Due to which neither their family progresses nor the country. Education is very important

for development.

After independence, many schemes were launched for improvement of education in the country. In

spite of  these projects not much improvement took

in ground place reality. Increasing illiterate

population became a challenge to the country. To

overcome this, the government has enacted 'Right

to Education Act'. Under the act compulsory and

better education will be provided free to all the

children. 'Right to Education Act' was approved

by the parliament in 2009. This act has paved way

for education of every child of the country. This

act is a boon for those children who were so far

deprived of education due to poverty.

'Right to Education' is that fundamental right of every child which ensures free and compulsory

education to every child. It is known as "The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education

Act 2009". It was implemented all over the country w.e.f. 1 April, 2010.

Important Education
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Some main points

 RTE is to provide and ensure free education up to class 8th to all children in 6 - 14 yrs. age

group. For physically and mentally disabled/challenged children age limit is up to 18 years.

 Free education means no child has to pay any kind of fees or charges or expenses.

 Every child will get free books, exercise books, schoolbag, dress and mid-day meal in

government schools.

 Every child has a right to get admission in government, government aided, private, Navodaya,

Central and Military school.

 Private schools have to reserve 25% seats for the poor and other categories of children. These

children will get education with other regular students.

 Schools can't deny admission due to absence of birth certificate, T.C., or any other such

document.

 RTE prohibits all unrecognised schools from teaching. It is a punishable offence. There may

be a fine up to Rs one lakh.

 Schools cannot interview parents or test a child for admission.

 Schools cannot demand donation or capitation fees etc. in any form for admission.

Let's see what you have learnt 12.2

(i) Complete the sentences by joining the incomplete sentences of column A and B

with a line.

A B

(a) Every child will get free education for development

(b) Schools cannot demand due to absence of birth certificate

(c) Education is important up to class 8th

(d) Schools cannot deny admission donation or capitation fee

12.3 Right to Information

We pay many taxes to government in many forms. We pay tax even when we buy a thing costing

Rs 2/- only. In this way even the poorest of the poor pays tax to government. With this tax money
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the government provides facilities to people. Government constructs roads, bridges, sewage system.

Provide health, education, defence and security facilities.

Welfare and developmental schemes are implemented for people with the people's money only.

Therefore, people have the right to

know that the money given by them is

being used properly or not. Some

greedy officials and workers are

dishonest in implementation of

schemes and act dishonesty. They

commit scams. Take bribes. Due to this

welfare and development work suffers.

For holistic development, there should

be total transparency in development

work. Schemes should be implemented

properly. Funds must not be misused.

Corruption must be checked. There

should be transparency in exchange of information. Accountability and participation of people

must increase. To ensure all this the government has enacted an act. It is known as "Right to

Information Act 2005". It became effective on 13th October 2005. Under this act every citizen has

the right to get needed information. Every citizen has the right to get information about any

construction, policy, programme and project affecting her/his life.

What rights are available under RTI 2005

Right to information act empowers citizen to:

 Inspect papers, files and documents of any department. Can ask for the account of expenditure

of construction of any government building.

 Take copies of any government documents.

 Take samples of materials used in any government work.

 Inspect muster roll of labourers, logbook, documents of tender and cashbook, etc.

 Inspect departmental schemes, account of amount of expenditure, list of beneficiaries, vouchers

of expenses and audit reports.

 Take information about rights of officials and officers, salary allowance and its payment.

Right to Information Act
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Method of application

 Anyone can apply for information. There is no need to give any reason or additional

information.

 Apply to the Public Information Officer (PIO) of the related department.

 Application can be drafted on plain paper in Hindi, English or local language. It may be

delivered by hand or by post.

 Details of things about which information is required must be clearly mentioned in the

application.

 Application must have complete name, address, age, occupation and telephone number of

applicant and date of application.

Application fees

 A fee of Rs. 10 has to be deposited with the application. Generally, fee may be deposited

through Indian postal order or stamp paper along with application. If there is facility you may

pay fee in person by cash and take the receipt. BPL families are not required to pay any

application fee.

 For getting information about pages of large size, applicant has to make payment of Rs. 2 per

page of information.

 Similarly, there is a fee for inspection of documents. There is a fee of Rs. 10/- for first hour of

inspection, but after that, applicant has to pay Rs. 5 for every subsequent 15 minutes.

 Fee of getting information on CD or floppy is Rs. 50/-.

Rules for providing information

 Information must be provided within 30 days of filing the application with Public Information

Officer.

 If the information sought relates to a person's life, it has to be provided in 48 hours.

 If information has to be obtained from any other department, then time limit is 35 days.

 If the information affects the life and liberty of an individual, it has to be made available in 48

hours.

 If information is not received within specified time an appeal may be filed with the appellate

authority of the department.
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 If information is not received even after appeal, then a second appeal may be filed with State

Information Commission, within 90 days of disposal of first appeal.

 If concerned officer does not provide information in time or delays it, a penalty of Rs 250 per

day of delay can be imposed on the concerned officer by the Information Commissioner.

 Maximum penalty of Rs 25,000/- can be imposed.

 A penalty can also be imposed for providing incomplete, wrong or misleading information or

rejecting the application.

Which information cannot be disclosed or provided

A person can receive all information in public interest. However,  there are certain informations for

which there shall be no obligation to provide. These are as follows:

(a) Disclosure of which would affect the unity, integrity and security of the country.

(b) Which has been forbidden by any court of law or tribunal.

(c) Disclosure of which would cause a breach of privilege of Parliament or the State Legislature.

(d) Information received in confidence from foreign Government.

(e) Disclosure of which would endanger the life or physical safety of any person or which may

lead to criminal activity.

Let's see, what you have learnt 12.3

(i) Why has 'Right to Information Act' been enacted?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Application for getting information will apply to whom?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) How much fee per page has to be paid to get photocopy of information?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iv) What penalty can be imposed on Public Information Officer for not giving the information

in time?

_____________________________________________________________________
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12.4 Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee

Act (MNREGA)

We know that the population of country is increasing continuously. Unemployment is also increasing

simultaneously. People are suffering due to unemployment. They are heading towards cities in

search of employment. Villages are deserted. Government has enacted Mahatma Gandhi National

Rural Employment Guarantee Act 2005 so that rural people get employment in villages itself.

Since the enforcement of this act the employment has become a fundamental right of rural people.

The act guarantees 100 days of employment in a financial year, to a rural household whose members

are willing to do manual work. It aims at eradication of rural unemployment and development of

villages.

Who is eligible for employment?

 Any willing rural adult, above 18 years of age

is eligible for employment.

 Person should be capable of working and

belonging to the local Panchayat.

 Priority shall be given to women. At least one-

third of the beneficiaries shall be women.

 At a time, only one person from a family will

get employment.

 Family means - People eating from same

kitchen. Members of family are those enrolled

on one ration card.

How to get employment?

 Adult members of a rural household may apply for employment if they are willing to do

unskilled manual work.

 Application has to be submitted to local Gram Panchayat for getting job. No fee will be paid

with application. Gram Panchayat will issue a dated receipt of application.

 The Gram Panchayat will do the registration after due verification of application within 15

days.

 Application has to be submitted to the Gram Panchayat for job card also. Gram Panchayat

will issue a Job Card to the household within 15 days of registration.

Panchayat Office
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Road Construction under MNREGA

 Job card will be valid for 5 years. It will have

5 pages.

 The Job Card will bear the photograph of adult

member of the household willing to work under

MNREGA. The Job Card with photograph is free

of cost.

 Employment will be given within 15 days of

registration.

 If employment is not provided within 15 days,

unemployment allowance will be given.

 Information about work site will be displayed at

Gram Panchayat and Area Panchayat office.

 Work should ordinarily be provided within 5 km radius of the village or else extra wages must

be paid for transportation expenses.

Disbursement of wages

 Wages shall be disbursed within 15 days under all circumstances.

 Wages will be deposited in the bank or post office account of labourer.

 Equal wages will be paid to male and female for equal work.

 Details of work done will be entered in the job card.

Other facilities in addition to wages

 Drinking water and shade will be

provided free of cost at the work

site.

 Crèche facility will be provided

for small children of labourers.

Provisions shall be made to

depute one of the women workers

to look after children. She will get

wages equal to other workers.

 Free medical treatment will be
MNREGA
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MNREGA

provided to the labourer if injury is caused

while working.

 During treatment, half of the wage will be

paid to the injured for the period he/she

will be absent from the work due to injury.

 If the labourer or her/his child dies

compensation of Rs 25,000/- shall be paid

to the legal heirs of the deceased, whereas

the disabled will get a compensation of Rs.

15,000/- for his/her disability.

Let's see, what you have learnt 12.4

(i) What is full form of MNREGA?

_____________________________________________________________________

(ii) Where should the application be submitted to get employment under MNREGA?

_____________________________________________________________________

(iii) How much compensation will be paid if a labourer dies while working?

_____________________________________________________________________

Let's Revise

 Globalization is important for progress and development.

 'Right to Education Act' provides right of free and compulsory education to every child.

 Under 'Right to Information Act' every citizen has the right to get required information.

 Full form of MNREGA is 'Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee

Act.' This act guarantees at least 100 days of employment, in a financial year, to every

needy unemployed rural adult.
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Exercise

1. Put () mark on correct answer:

(i) What is globalization?

(a) Flatness of land

(b) Greenness of land

(c) Connectivity with the whole world

(d) Shortage of land

(ii) Who has Right to Education?

(a) Only mentally disabled children

(b) Every child

(c) Only poor children

(d) Only rich children

(iii) What type of information can be disclosed under Right to Information?

(a) Personal and private information

(b) Information related to security of country

(c) Information which has been forbidden by a court of law

(d) Information beneficial for people at large

(iv) How many days of employment will be provided to a labourer in a financial year,

under MNREGA?

(a) As many days as he/she wishes

(b) 365 days

(c) 100 days

(d) 185 days

2. Answer the questions:

(i) What impact has globalization made on our life?

________________________________________________________________
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(ii) What facilities children get at school under Right to Education?

________________________________________________________________

(iii) What is penalty for not providing information in specified time?

________________________________________________________________

3. Complete the sentences by joining the incomplete sentences of column A and B

with a line.

A B

(a) Globalization has made to information

(b) Every child has right Job card under MNREGA

(c) Every citizen has right to free education

(d) Every labourer will get fast changes in our life

4. Put right () or wrong () mark on following statement:

(a) Globalization has made deep impact on our life.   

(b) Right to Education Act does not apply to Private school.   

(c) Job card is valid for 5 years   

(d) Application shall be given to legislators for employment under MNREGA.  

Let’s do and learn

1. Under right to information, get information about funds released by the government for

development of your village/ward, expenditure made and work completed.

2. Try to get non-school children enrolled in school.

ANSWERS

12.1

(i) (a) television (b) important (c) aware (d) facilities
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12.2

(i) (a) Every child will get free education up to class 8th.

(b) School cannot demand donation or capitation fee.

(c) Education is Important for development.

(d) School cannot deny admission due to absence of birth certificate.

12.3

(i) To get information.

(ii) To public Information Officer of related Department.

(iii) Rs. 2/-

(iv) Penalty at the rate of Rs. 250/- per day.

12.4

(i) Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guaranty Act.

(ii) To Gram Panchayat.

(iii) Rs. 25,000/-
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Assessment Sheet - 3

(lesson 9-12)

1. Put tick mark () against the right answers:

(a) Which of the following is not the external part of our body?

Eyes              Ears

Nose Heart

(b) Which of the following is not the means of Road Transport?

Car Helicopter

Bulluckcart Cycle

(c) Which of the following is not the national symbol?

Tricolour Tajmahal

 Peacock Lotus

(d) Which of the following rights, did the students not get:

Free copy-books Free Bag

Free Mid-day meal Free Foreign trip

2. Answer in 'Yes' or 'No':

Yes No

(a) Our body is priceless.

(b) There can be a wound by rubbing the eyes.

(c) Indian Rail- System is the biggest rail system of the world.

(d) India's national animal is Cow.

(e) Secularism is included in our constitution.

3. Fill in the blanks:

(a) All parts of body have their own ............................

(b) The first charcoal road was built in ............................
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(c) The first rail ran from ............................ to Thane.

(d) There is a ............................ coloured stripe at the top of the Tricolour.

(e) As per Right to Information, there can be ........................ for not providing the information.

(f) In our country people following different ........................ live.

4. Match the following by drawing the line:

Mouth Flag

Track Act

Tricolour Teeth

Constitution Democracy

MNREGA Rail

5. Complete the following sentences connecting through line:

are covered with skin is the sign of four lions

At first boat was used feeling equality for all religions

Our national symbol all the internal organs of body

Wage will be paid in every situation to catch the fish

Secularism means within 15 days.

6. Put a tick mark () against correct statement:

a. Human body is gained through good fortune.

b. Dirt causes lice in the hair.

c. Sneezing happens due to colds.

d. In the ancient times, goods were carried through rail.

e. The largest road is from Delhi to Faridabad.

f. The train tracks are of three types.

g. Cricket is our national game.

h. Jan-Gan-Man is written by Bankim Chandra.
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i. Education is essential for the development of the country.

j. One member of every desirous family in a village has a right to get

100days' employment under MNREGA.

k. There is no discrimination on the basis of religion in our country.

l. Citizens have no freedom to change their religion in India.
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Level A

(Equivalent to class 3)

Sample Question Paper

Open Basic Education (Adult)

Annual Examination

Subject: Environmental Studies

Time: 2½ hours Total Marks: 100

Own Description:

Personal Details: 5 marks will be given for filling correct details. (5)

Name: ................................................................................................................................

Center/Village: ................................................................................................................................

Roll no: ................................................................................................................................

Subject: ................................................................................................................................

Date: ................................................................................................................................

1. Fill in the blanks by selecting correct words: (10)

I. Old persons teach ................................. to the children.

II. The biggest court is ................................. .

III. Domestic dogs and cats should be ................................. vaccinated.

IV. ................................. comes from flower.

V. Ginger is useful in .................................

VI. There are ................................. planets in the solar system including earth.

VII. Earth revolves around .................................

VIII. Moon revolves around .................................

IX. ................................. your mouth after eating anything.

X. The festival of Pongal is celebrated in .................................
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2. Read and write the answer: (10)

I. Name of two facilities provided free under Right to Education Act:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

II. Any two functions of Post Office:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

III. Any two functions of Panchyat:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

IV. Any two features of living things:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

V. Name any two natural things:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

VI. Name any two planets of Sun:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

VII. Name any two national festivals:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

VIII. Any two ways of protecting the environment:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

IX. Name of any two medicinal plants/things:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

X. Any two advantages of Protein:

a. _____________________ b. _____________________

3. Write one word answer: (10)

I. Which is the fastest means of transport? _____________
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II. How many spokes are there in the wheel of the flag? _____________

III. What is the name of earth’s satellite? _____________

IV. What is the name of Act, enacted for women? _____________

V. What percentage of seats are reserved for the poor children in the private schools?

_____________

VI. From where can we get free legal assistance? _____________

VII. When did the Indian constitution come into effect? _____________

VIII. What do we take in while inhaling? _____________

IX. How many members of a family get job under MNREGA? _____________

X. What is the fee for taking information from any department under Right to Information

Act? _____________

4. Put tick mark () against correct statement and cross mark () against wrong statement:

     (10)

I. We cannot keep jewellery in the bank.

II. Deficiency of blood causes Anaemia among the women.

III. Chewing Tobacco and gutka can cause cancer.

IV. Ailing labourer is not treated under MNREGA.

V. The waste of the body comes out through sweating and urination.

VI. Money saved cannot be deposited in the Post Office.

VII. Our national constitution came into effect on 15th August.

VIII. First the test is taken for admission of the poor children in the private schools.

IX. Documents and papers of any department can be seen under

Right to Information Act.

X. Fee is paid to the Panchayat for preparing a job card
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5. Match the sentences of columnA with the correct sentences of column B (10)

A B

I.  for the women of Panchayat 25% reservation is

II. for the poor children in the private schools Life-saving medicines are given free

III. to the poor in the hospital seasons occur

IV. for the protection of the environment 33% reservation is

V. due to the distance between sun care of earth, water and forest is

and earth from each other necessary

6. The diseases, due to deficiency of vitamins and the things to be given to eat for their

prevention are given below. Match these correctly:      (10)

Vitamin/other causes Disease Things to eat

Vitamin C Jaundice, Typhoid, diarrhoea Spinach, Beets, Carrot,

Jaggery, Kaleji

Vitamin A Anaemia, blood-deficiency Myrobalan (Amla), lemon,

Guava, Tomato

Vitamin B Eye-diseases Milk, Egg, Fish,

Spinach, Sun-bath,

Vitamin D & Calcium Bleeding in the gums, Clean water, ORS solution

Pyorrhoea

Dirty water Weakness in the bones Carrot, Mango, Papaya,

Milk, Fish oil, Cabbage

7. Write what is shown in the following pictures: (10)

______________________________

Night

Sun
Earth

Day
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______________________________

________________ ________________ ________________

________________ ________________

8. Put a t ick mark () against the right answer:      (2x5=10)

1. What should the parents make the children do?

I. to earn wage

Sun

Earth
Moon
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II. to vaccinate

III. Do not send to school

IV. Beat on doing mistake

2. Which is the scheme for old age persons?

I. Mortgage Scheme

II. Domestic violence

III. 33% reservation on Panchayat seats

IV. Ladli Scheme

3. What is the facility in the post office?

I. Send money order and parcel

II. Keep jewellery and valuable things

III. Take loan for job and education

IV. File FIR against offences

4. When is the Independence Day celebrated?

I. on 26th January

II. on 25th December

III. on 15th August

IV. on 2nd October

5. Who are taught through Braille Script?

I. Who cannot hear

II. Who cannot see

III. Who cannot speak

IV. Who cannot walk
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Oral Test

1. Is your family nuclear or joint?

2. What are the advantages to you from this?

3. How do you take care of your children?

4. What type of professionals are there in your neighbourhood?

5. Which of the main festivals do you celebrate? Do you know why these festivals are celebrated?

6. What happens at your place on 15th August and 26th January?

7. What are the natural things at your place?

8. Have you ever seen Pole star and Ursa Major (Saptrishi)? In which direction is it?

9. Do you know about Anaemia? What is this?

10. What are the advantages of planting trees?

11. What do you do to clean your body and the surroundings of your house?

12. Which colours are there in our flag? What do these colours represent?

13. Have you ever heard the national anthem and national song?

14. What do the children get free under RTE act?

15. What difficulties do you face under MNREGA?
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